AGENDA
Cumberland Town Council Meeting
Town Council Chambers
Monday, June 16, 2008
6:00 p.m. WORKSHOP re: F.O.I.A. (Freedom of Information Act) Training
7:00 p.m. CALL TO ORDER
I. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
May 26, 2008
II. MANAGER’S REPORT
Town Council Board/Committee Assignments for FY’08/09
III. PUBLIC DISCUSSION
IV. LEGISLATION AND POLICY
08 – 081. To swear in newly elected Councilors Jeffrey Porter & William Stiles.
08 – 082. Election of Council Chair and Vice-Chair.
08 – 083. To hear a report from MDOT re: improvements of I- 295 ramps at Exit 15.
08 – 084. To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Wharfing Out Permit for
Peter & Donna Verrill, 7 Broad Cove Way.
08 – 085. To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Consent Decree for property
located at 15 Aspen Crest Road, Map R04, Lot 35/C.
08 – 086. To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit and
Victualer’s Licenses for the United Maine Craftsmen’s 39 Annual Cumberland Arts & Craft
Show, August 7, 8, 9 & 10, 2008 @ the Cumberland Fairgrounds.
08 – 087. To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit for the
Penobscot Valley Kennel Club Dog Show, June 20, 21 & 22, 2008, @ the Cumberland

Fairgrounds.
08 – 088. To set a Public Hearing date (June 23) to authorize the Town Manager to transfer
inter-departmental operating funds.
08 – 089. To set a Public Hearing date (June 23) to authorize the increase of sewer user fees
as recommended by the Town Manager.
08 – 090. To set a Public Hearing date (June 23) to consider and act on award of a
$3.3 million dollar Tax Anticipation Note.
08 – 091. To set a Public Hearing date (June 23) to consider and act on annual Victualer’s
Licenses for the period of July 2008 – July 2009.
08 – 092. To award the Engineering Contract for the Route 100 / Range Road Water Line &
Reconstruction Project.
V. NEW BUSINESS
VI. EXECUTIVE SESSION – pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A., § 405(6)(C) re: real property
VII. ADJOURNMENT

MINUTES
Cumberland Town Council Meeting
Town Council Chambers
MONDAY, MAY 26, 2008
7:00 p.m. Call To Order
Present: Chairman Porter, Councilors Copp, Perfetti, Storey-King, Turner, Stiles and Moriarty.
I.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
April 28, 2008
Motion by Councilor Stiles; seconded by Councilor Turner, to accept the minutes as
presented.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 6-0-1 (Councilor Perfetti abstained)
May 13, 2008
Motion by Councilor Stiles; seconded by Councilor Turner, to accept the minutes as
presented.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

II.

MANAGER’S REPORT
Reminder re: May 13, 2008 Special Meeting
Cumberland PD received two grants for seatbelt enforcement and will be out in
force; the law has changed so that it is a primary offense now.
Council provided with sewer notices sent recently; several have connected to the
system. 100+ letters sent to those in “that gray area” and some were vacant lots.
Only a $50 inspection fee at this time until December 08.
Will bring a proposal at next council meeting for a sewer increase of
approximately $4 a month on the base fee; last year we had a $50,000 loss. The
conservation of water usage is causing the town not to meets its revenue
projections. We hope to flatten those increases as more people connect – not
likely for another year.
Once again Dan Burr and Chris Logan won the annual Cumberland County
snowplow rodeo championship to compete for the state championship. “We do
have some very good snowplow operators.”
The Route 88 Bike and Pedestrian Committee will meet this Saturday at 9 am at
the Falmouth/Cumberland line to walk Route 88 re: the shoulder widening
project. It will be videotaped for the council. This project will make it more user
friendly and walker friendly by incorporating some of the historical sites in
Cumberland along Route 88, with signs commemorating the site along the
walking route.
Absentee Voting from 9 am to Noon Saturday at Town Hall.
November elections. The Town Manager, Town Clerk and Police Lieutenant
Calder toured the Drowne Road School as a possible voting location. The location
will only work if the school is not in session but because it‟s a difficult time with
the academic calendar, the school could not accommodate us. “We‟re back to
square one. We‟ll keep looking and trying.” We will aggressively go after
absentee voting if the polling place remains at town hall.
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Property revaluations. A full schedule of informal meetings held this past month
on a Monday, Wednesday, Friday basis. 265-285 have met with the Assessor‟s
representatives thus far. The next step is to request an abatement, and if denied,
the appeal will be heard before the Board of Assessment Review. Things have
gone fairly well so far.
Thanked Glenn Hutchins for his organization of the Memorial Day Parade. “A
fantastic job…really appreciated this year.” Mark Fortin‟s staff at Food Stop
assisted the town with the efforts. Thanked Dan Small and fire department
members for hanging flags on Main Street. The flags will go up for each holiday
one to two days prior and taken down a few days following these holidays. We
will look into extending the flags on Main Street toward the library as well.
Thanked the flag contributors once again. A very good day today.”
We have not done much advertising of this parade in the past and will likely do
that in the future as well as placing signs for the traveling public.
A town veteran‟s memorial/monument has been discussed previously to recognize
residents of the military who have served and/or lost their lives. Manager will put
a committee together to discuss a wall of honor and recognition. The support is
there in the community. Anticipates the monument/memorial will be a project
created by donations. Moss Side “seems to be the appropriate place.
III.

PUBLIC DISCUSSION

IV.

LEGISLATION AND POLICY

08– 074.

To hold a public hearing to consider and act on a recommendation from the
Planning board re: amendment to Sections 204.10, VOC I (Village Office
Commercial I); 204.11, VOC II (Village Office Commercial II); and 204.12,
MUZ (Mixed Use Zone); 204.6, Highway Commercial (HC); 204.7, Office
Commercial North (OC-N); 204.8, Office Commercial South (OC-S); 204.13,
Industrial (I); 204.14, Rural Industrial (RI); and as special exception uses to
Section RR1 (Rural Residential 1) and RR2 (Rural Residential 2) of the
Cumberland Zoning Ordinance to add “veterinary offices” as a permitted use.

Town Manager stated that the Planning Board has endorsed these amendments but did not
include the special exception amendments originally. They have since discussed the special
exception and have recommended the zoning amendments and special exception uses. The
ordinance before you now includes veterinary uses in the RR1 and RR2 zones. No public
comments received.
Motion by Councilor Storey-King, seconded by Councilor Copp, to amend Sections 204.10,
VOC I (Village Office Commercial I); 204.11, VOC II (Village Office Commercial II); and
204.12 MUZ (Mixed Use Zone); 204.6, Highway Commercial (HC); 204.7, Office Commercial
North (OC-N); 204.8, Office Commercial South (OC-S); 204.13, Industrial (I); 204.14, Rural
Industrial (RI), of the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance to add veterinary offices as a permitted use
and amend Sections RR1 (Rural Residential 1) and RR2 (Rural Residential 2) of the Cumberland
Zoning Ordinance to add veterinary offices as a special exception use.
Councilor Moriarty offered a friendly amendment to identify specifically ordinance sections
204.1.1 of the RR1 and RR2 Zones as the section being amended to add veterinary offices as a
special exception use; seconded by Councilor Copp.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
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08– 075.

To set a public hearing (June 16th) to sunset existing Recreation Ordinance and
establish new charge for Recreation Committee.

Town Manager stated the Recreation Committee Ordinance was adopted many years ago and the
committee has evolved since that time. He requested the council to sunset the existing ordinance
and give a new charge to the committee. The new charge is under discussion at this time and
will be before the council in the near future.
Councilor Moriarty recommended the council abolish the existing ordinance and replace it with
the new charge. It was suggested that the council hold a workshop at 6:30 immediately prior to
the next council meeting and committee liaison Councilor Michael Perfetti suggested the council
provide the committee with a “pointed narrow” recommendation. “I think that will be of value.”
The committee is anxious to get this in place but they need guidance. Chairman Porter supported
a workshop. “We can‟t throw something out” until we‟ve seen a new draft, and he prefers
“something to react to as opposed to trying to construct something.” Councilor Moriarty noted
the council could not schedule a June 16 workshop because a freedom of information training is
scheduled for that time. Councilor Stiles felt discussion was “moot” since there is no document
before the council “to work on.”
Councilor Moriarty moved, seconded by Councilor Perfetti, to set a workshop on June 23 to
review a proposed new charge for the Recreation Committee and consider abolition of the
existing recreation ordinance.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
08– 076.

To set a public hearing (June 16th) to consider and act on a Mass Gathering
Permit and Victualer’s License for the United Maine Craftsmen’s 39th Annual
Cumberland Arts & Craft Show, August 7-10, 2008 at the Cumberland
Fairgrounds.

Motion by Councilor Stiles; seconded by Councilor Perfetti, to set a public hearing date of June
16, 2008 to consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit and Victualer‟s License for the United
Maine Craftsmen‟s 39th Annual Cumberland Arts & Craft Show, August 7-10, 2008 at the
Cumberland Fairgrounds.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
08– 077.

To set a public hearing date (June 16th) to consider and act on a Mass Gathering
Permit for the Penobscot Valley Kennel club Dog Show, June 20-22, 2008 at the
Cumberland Fairgrounds.

Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Stiles, to set a public hearing date (June
16th) to consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit for the Penobscot Valley Kennel Club Dog
Show, June 20-22, 2008 at the Cumberland Fairgrounds.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
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08 – 078. To set a public hearing date (June 16th) to consider and act on a Wharfing Out
Permit for Peter & Donna Verrill, 7 Broad Cove Way.
The Manager explained our ordinances were amended a few years ago delegating council
authority to the Coastal Waters Commission for review of Wharfing Out Permits. The
committee has reviewed this application and recommends council approval. Councilor Perfetti
added that the committee reviewed the physical property and the builder and owner were “very
accommodating of all the parties that they have to be accommodating to for the wharfing out
permit. I suspect that everything we asked for will be met.”
During public participation, Mr. Paul Weiss stated this is the first time he as a new member of
the Coastal Waters Commission was involved in the permit review. He feels the ordinance
“seems to be essentially a pre-written agreement” without much protection of the coastal waters.
He feels much of ordinance makes sense and helps people reduce the impact on marine
environment, but for the most part it “is a rubber stamp of whatever the DEP and Army Corp of
Engineers say.” He believes the ordinance needs to be “completely rewritten” with much more
stringent standards to protect the town‟s shoreline. If the committee has the power to protect the
shoreline “then it needs to rewrite the ordinance to do so.” He agreed to abide by the ordinance
as a committee member but “the ordinance needs to be changed” and the committee should have
an option to rewrite the ordinance. “They„re not doing what they‟re supposed to do in my
opinion.”
Chairman Porter encouraged the committee “to talk about that,” adding any town committee has
the right to review an ordinance or ordinances. The council will accept and consider the
committee‟s recommendation. That does not mean; however, the town council is bound to
support a committee recommendation.
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Perfetti, to set a public hearing date of
June 16th to consider and act on a Wharfing Out Permit for Peter & Donna Verrill, 7 Broad Cove
Way.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
08 – 079. To hold a public hearing to consider and act on a recommendation from the
Planning Board re: setback requirement changes to the Val Halla Overlay
District. TABLED to June 23rd – next Planning Board meeting June 17th.
Motion by Councilor Stiles, seconded by Councilor Turner, to table the item to June 23rd.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
08 – 080. To set a public hearing date (June 16th) to consider and act on a Consent Decree
for property located at 15 Aspen Crest Road, Map R04, Lot 35/C.
This involves “another mislocated building” with a “letter of no action” on file by a prior Code
Enforcement Officer. The letter “carries no legal weight” because only the Town Council may
provide formal consent decree. This action for a Consent Decree is consistent with half dozen
done in the past.
Motion by Councilor Turner, seconded by Councilor Copp, to set a public hearing date of June
16th to consider and act on a Consent Decree for property located at 15 Aspen Crest Road, Map
R04, Lot 35/C.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
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V.

NEW BUSINESS

Councilor Copp – November voting; “the fairgrounds is THE location” there is a huge parking
lot; won‟t have to worry about foot traffic. Not sure about heat within the building. It wouldn‟t
take much to heat it.
Councilor Storey-King – commented on the Portland Press Herald editorial on the Chebeague
Secession; well written; it was about the loss of the pilot cracker again due to discontinuance by
Nabisco; the island representatives served the island well during their terms as Cumberland
Councilors.
Councilor Turner – Glenn Hutchins did a “stupendous job” putting things together for the
parade; agreed with Chairman Porter adding the last sentence of the article basically said the
island‟s leaving was purely with dissatisfaction for town services; a “particular rub” because we
felt for some time that they would find out after seceding that many of the services were worth
more than we may have been given credit for.
Chairman Porter – referenced the Press Herald editorial; tired of continually blaming this body
for something that happened on that island; Press Herald should learn a little bit about this
community; the issue was based on a concern the islanders had with the SAD, not the town
council; those remarks would be found “offensive” by many; we‟re an amazing community with
and without Chebeague.
Councilor Stiles –mentioned grand children and girl scouts that marched in the parade today;
RWC Inc. has notified the town they will start a railroad spray program for unwanted vegetation
along the rail lines beginning 5/27; pink flags and ribbons are being placed along Range Road to
delineate wetlands; the Manager explained these are being placed at the request of the town
through contract with Normandeau Associates and they have delineated the vernal pools; added
he was disappointed in the turnout at the MSAD district vote. Councilor Storey-King remarked
that it was the first time the town residents were able to vote on the school budget.
Councilor Moriarty – we have now come through our first MSAD Budget Validation Process;
congratulations to the board for its handling of the budget; hopefully the process will work as
smoothly in the future.
Town Manager – asked the Town Clerk to address procedures for write-in candidates.
VI.

ADJOURNMENT

Motion by Councilor Stiles, seconded by Councilor Perfetti, to adjourn.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
TIME:
7:55 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

_______________________________________
Nadeen M. Daniels, Town Clerk, CMC
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ITEM
08-081
To swear in newly elected Councilors

ITEM
08-082
Election of Council Chair and Vice-Chair

ITEM
08-083
To hear a report fron1 MDOT re: improve1nents of
I-295 ramps at Exit 15

ITEM
08-084
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Wharfing Out
Permit for Peter & Donna Verrill, 7 Broad Cove Way

Meeting Minutes
Town of Cumberland
Coastal Waters Commission
May 21, 2008
Present:
Staff:

Guests:

Lewis lncze, Chair, Paul Weiss, Committee Member
Guy Watson, Liason Harbor Master-Police Dept., Mike Perfetti,
Town Council, William Shane, Town Manager, Tammy O'Donnell,
Deputy Clerk
Barney Baker, Engineer-owner's representative, Scott Dyer, Custom
Floats, Henrietta Stewart, abutter.

I. Site Walk, 7 Broad Cove, Cumberland Foreside held at 6:00 p.m., May 21, 2008.
All members listed above attended the site walk.

II. Public Hearing, 7:00 p.m., May 21, 2008
Chairman lncze opened the public hearing and read from the ordinance that the
committee's purpose is to protect public access to the shore, minimize
adverse impact on fisheries and on public enjoyment of the shoreline, including
visual and navigational impacts.
Chairman lncze requested questions and discussion on any issues regarding the sitewalk at the Verrill property, 7 Broad Cove Road.
Mr. Watson raised three concerns: (1) pier elevation; (2) erosion of the fringing
marsh by the pier supports; and (3) sono tubes causing erosion on the steep hillside.
He addressed the fact that the float would restrict access to mudflats for clammers

and warmers, but the area is small and the clammers would dig that location during
the off-season. He did not consider this to be a significant problem.
Discussion centered on the impact of the float on the flats and the height
requirements for the pier. It was recommended that the clearance under the
seaward end of the last seasonal pier segment had to be at least 6'6 so that
someone could walk beneath when the mud flats were under water (worm and clam
diggers are the most likely people walking the shore in this area).
Mr. Baker said that the sono tubes would be plastic (not cardboard) and that the set
near the top of the bank would be moved back a little to reduce the potential for
erosion at that location.
Chairman lncze echoed the concern about the pipe supports (11 sets) causing
damage to the fringing marsh. He expressed surprise that this was considered lower
impact than a permanent structure that could be erected with a single set of pilings.
Mr. Dyer said that in other marsh locations there has been little damage beyond the
immediate footprint of the pads.
Mr. Weiss stated that this appears to be a minimal impact system. However,
environmentally it will have an impact. Mr. Weiss also remarked that this is
something he is totally opposed to (private waterfront ownership and
development). He will however, respect and follow the committee's guidelines and
the ordinance.
Chairman lncze responded that as a committee, we have limited jurisdiction and are
required to follow the ordinance. The structures (piers and floats, under some
conditions) are allowed by law, and the purpose of the ordinance is to minimize
their impacts.
Councilor Perfetti commented that the ordinance says to "minimize effect, not
eliminate". Councilor Perfetti noted that by law, people have property rights, and
they need to be respected. The committee needs to stick to the ordinance. The
property owners have the right to do this.
Mr. Shane stated that a lot of the issues this committee struggles with go back to
property rights in general.
Mr. Baker responded that there will be some impact; they have however, stopped
their fixed structure, and there will be no permanent structure in the water. The
proposed structure is a very light structure. As a result, the impact will be much less.
The marsh has a period of time to recover as this is a seasonal structure and only
installed for 7 months of the year.

Mr. Shane had some concern with items missing in the application as submitted
under section 423.3.4.C. Items missing were:
(1) Narrative as to habitat types;
(2) Property boundary surveys;
(3) Right title arid interest to the main (house) lot and the new lot that was
purchased;
(4) Materials to be used; (what are the materials).
(5) We are providing conditional approval on the assumption that the permits,
initially given for a location on the northern end of the Verrill property, will be
issued for the currently proposed location on the new lot.
Items causing concern were structure clearance, the diagram not based on actual
site survey, and the posts and pipe feet.
The committee noted that the edge of the fringing marsh was not accurately located
in the drawings and requested that it be shown in its proper location in the
application.
Mr. Shane requested that helix anchors be used. The helix anchors seem to be
better all the way around. Mr. Dyer stated that they did plan to use them.
The committee would like to see a cross section on the diagrams and a visual as well.
Mr. Shane proposed that the Coastal Waters Committee recommend that the Verrill
application receive conditional approval and be sent on to the town council. The
conditions are as follows:
•

•
•

•
•
•

Army Corp and DEP written permits are modified and part of the Planning Board
packet. The permits shall reflect without modification, the plans described and
the location shown on the May 20, 2008 site walk of the Coastal Waters
Commission.
The applicant shall meet all state, local & town building codes.
The clearance distance under the pier at a point near the intersection of the
ramp and pier shall be no less than 6'-6". This clearance shall allow for
pedestrian passage beneath the pier structure.
The applicant shall provide storage in an upland area for storage of the seasonal
float system.
The applicant shall provide clear right title & interest to both pieces of property.
Correct drawing 2 of 2 "Structural Plan and Elevation" to accurately depict fringe
marsh, helix anchoring and adjust the second concrete support in the
embankment.

Chairman lncze proposed the committee approve the application based on the
conditions listed above. Mr. Weiss seconded.
A recommendation for conditional approval for the wharfing out permit will be
submitted to the Town Council.
Meeting adjourned: 8:40 p.m.

BRUCE A. MCGLAUFLIN
b111cgla1ifli11@p111J1/ega/.co111

May 16, 2008

William Shane, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
280 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

RE:

Peter & Donna Vell'ill
Wharfing-out permit

Dear Mr. Shane:
Thank you_for speaking with me this morning about the Verrill wharfing-out
permit. As I explained on the phone, I represent Mrs. Henrietta Stewart whose property
at 7 Broad Cove Way abuts the Vell'ill property. Mrs. Stewait was concerned about the
Vell'ill pier because the proposed location was close to an area of the shore that is very
sensitive to disturbance. She had extensive work done in this ai·ea in the past to protect
the roots of a large oak tree. The Ven-ills have graciously listened to her concerns and ai·e
now proposing a new location on ru.1adjacent pai·cel on the downstreain side of the
Veffill' s house lot.
There is an additional concern for which I request your assistance and
consideration. As you may be awai·e, the configuration of Broad Cove Way tends to
funnel traffic onto Mrs. Stewart's property. Mrs. Stewart requests that steps be taken to
ensure that vehicles do not encroach on or block her driveway during site walks or during
construction. It is also impmtant that all foot traffic be on the Verrill side of the fence
and away from Mrs. Stewart's property to avoid ai1y disruption of the embankment in the
vicinity of the boundai-y line. I have spoken to Mr. Baker of these concerns. He
expressed a willingness to hold a pre-construction meeting to address how these concerns
;will be handled during construction.

Voice: 207.775.0200

www.petruccellimartin.com

Facsimile: 207.775.2360

William Shane, Town Manager
May 16, 2008
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We greatly appreciate your consideration of these concerns.

ruceA.Mc~
BMcG/jp
cc:
Barney Baker, P .E.
William & Donna Verrill
Henrietta Stewart

Notice of Decision
Date: November 18, 2005
To:

William Shane, Town ·Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

Re:

Zoning Ordinance Amendment:_ Section 423 .4 - Piers, Docks, Wharves,
Bridges and Other S1ructures.
This is to advise you that on November 15, 2005 Planning Board voted
recommend the proposed amendments and replacement of Section 423.4
of the Zoning Ordinance. The Board recommended that Section 418 of
the Zoning Ordinance be removed. The Board also voted to recommend
that the Town Attorney review the language of Section 423.3.5.6; to
review the sentence structure, and Section 423.3.4 with the question of
keeping the language and character of area.

Findings of Fact:

None

Waivers granted:

None

Waivers Denied:

None

Standard Conditions of Approval
This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans contained in the
application and supporting documents submitted and affinned to by the applicant. Any
variation from the plans, proposals and supporting documents, except deminimus changes
as so detemtined by the Town Planner which do not affect approval standards, is subject
to review and approval of the Planning Board prior to implementation.

Cumberland Planning Board

Thomas E. Powers, Board Chair

Shoreland Zoning Ordinance Revisions Section 423-Clean.doc
December 12, 2005
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CUMBERLAND SHORELAND ZONING ORDINANCE

SECTION 423 - Piers, Docks, Wharves, Floats, Bridges and Other Structures and Uses
Extending Over or Beyond the Nonna! High-Water Line of a Water Body or Within a
Wetland. [Amended and effective December 12, 2005
SECTION 423.1 - PURPOSE
The purpose of this section of the Shoreland Zoning Ordinance is to protect traditional
public access to, and use of the shore; and to minimize adverse impacts on fisheries, on
the environment and on public enjoyment of the shoreline, including visual and
navigational impacts.
SECTION 423.2 - APPLICABILITY
This section pertains to construction of, or alteration and repairs to, piers, wharves, docks,
bridges, floats and other structures and uses extending over or beyond the mean highwater line of a water body, submerged lands, or wetlands. These are refen-ed to simply as
"piers, wharves, docks, bridges, floats and other structures" rnthe sections below.
Piers are platforms built with pilings for support; wharves are solid structures built of
granite blocks and/or other contiguously placed materials; the term docks refers to (1)
the docking space alongside or between piers and wharves as well as (2) the piers and
wharves themselves (the more common usage). "Other structures" include, but are not
limited to, items such as ramps, marine rails and cribbing.
FU11ctionallywater-dependent uses - those uses that require, for their primary purpose,
location on submerged lands or that require direct access to, or location in, coastal or
inland waters and that can not be located away from these waters. The uses include, but
are not limited to commercial and recreational fishing and boating facilities, excluding
recreational boat storage buildings, finfish and sheUfish processing, fish storage and retail
and wholesale fish marketing facilities, waterfront dock and po1i facilities, shipyards and
boat building facilities, marinas, navigation aids, basins and channels, retaining walls,
and uses that primarily provide general public access to coastal or inland waters.
SECTION 423.3 - REVIEW AND APPROVAL AUTHORITY
The Planning Board is authorized to review and act on applications as defmed above.
Projects shall be reviewed for conformance with the provisions of this section and
Section 206 - Site Plan Review. The Planning Board may act to approve, disapprove, or
approve the project with conditions as authorized by these provisions.

Shoreland Zoning Ordinance Revisions Section 423-Clean.doc
December 12, 2005
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SECTION 423.3.4 - REVIEW AND APPROVAL PROCESS
423.3.4.A - _Prior to submission of any application, a Wharfing-Out permit must
issued by the Town Council under Title 38, Chapter 9 of M.R.S.A. After the approval
of a Wharfing Out permit and prior to submission of any municipal applications, the
applicant must obtain all required Federal and State peITIJits, as required, including but
not limited to, a pemtlt from the Department of Environmental Protection under the
Natural Resources Protection Act, 38 M.R.S.A. 480-C as subsequently amended and the
Army Corps of Engineers.

423.4.B - The Town shall notify all property owners within 1,500'ofthe proposed
project. In addition, the Town shall place public notices in four (4) locations to maximize
notification of the affected citizenry and shall place public notices in two local papers.
423.3.4.C - A completed site plan review application and information describing
conformance with the provisions of this section, shall be submitted to the Town Planner.
Applications shall include, but shall not be limited .to, structure elevations, high and low
water elevations, building materials to be used, soil substrates, habitat types, and property
boundary surveys. The Town Planner shall review the materials for completeness. Once
the application is detennined to be complete, the Town Planner will fon¥ard the
applicatioi1 to the Coastal Waters Commission (CWC). The CWC shall provide the
Planning Board a written advisory recommendation regarding all applications related to
this Section.
SECTION 423.3.5 -APPROVAL STANDARDS AND CRITERIA
The following standards shall apply to all piers, docks, wharves, floats, bridges, and otl1er
structures and uses extending over or beyond the nonnal high-water line of a water body,
submerged lands or wetland:

.I

Access from shore shall be developed on land and soils appropriate for such use
and constructed so as to control erosion .

.2

The location shall not unreasonably interfere with developed or natural beach
areas .

.3

The facility shall be located so as not to unduly inte1fere with fisheries .

.4

The facility shall be no larger in dimension than necessary to can-y on tl1e activity
and shall be consistent with the surrounding character and use of the area .

.5

No new structure shall be built on, over or abutting a pier, wharf, dock, bridge,
float or other structure witl1out an application and approval justifying the
functionally water dependant use of said addition .

.6

No existing structure on, over or abutting a pier, wharf, dock, bridge, float or
other structure shall be converted to a dwelling unit or any use otl1er than a
functionally water dependant use in any district.

Shoreland Zoning Ordinance Revisions Section 423-Clean.doc
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.7

Lighting on piers, wharves, docks, bridges, floats and other structures should be
designed and installed to minimize Begative impacts on other properties and safe
navigation at night. Negative impacts include excessive lighting and unnecessary
glare that can be a hazard to navigation.
··
Public and commercial facilities shall submit a lighting plan for review by the
Planning Board for safety and compatibility with the proposed use.

All lighting shall be in conformance with all Federal, State and local standards
including Coast Guard Regulations for lighting of piers or wharves where
applicable .
.8

Except in the General Development District and Commercial Fisheries/Maritime
Activities Distr·ict, structures built on, over or abutting a pier, wharf, dock, bridge,
float or other structure e)rtencling beyond the normal high-water line of a water
body or within a wetland shall not exceed twenty (20) feet in height above the
pier, wharf, dock or other structure .

.9

Structures shall not unduly interfere with passage along or within the intertidal
zone in order to protect established colonial rights for fishing, fowling and
navigation. This may require accollllllodations such as steps or pier elevations
that would allow passage over or beneath a structure .

. 10

Where the applicant has applied for "group dock" and the waterfront structure
proposed will serve more than one property, the property owners shall submit to
the Town a proposed easement deed demonstr·ating that pennanent access and
maintenance rights shall be granted to the parties sharing the structure. The
parties shall submit to the Code Enforcement Officer proof of recording of the
easement after its review and approval by the Town.

Shoreland Zoning Ordinance Revisions Section 423-Clean.doc
December 12, 2005
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BAJ<ERCESGNCXXIISULTPNTS
Clv/1,Merine end StructuralEngin•o1ln17

To: William Shane- Town Manager

Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021
From:

Barney Baker, PE

Date:

April 11, 2008

Subject

Copy:

Job No:

Wharfing Out Permit Request; 7 Broad Cove Way, Cumberland, ME
Applicants: Peter and Donna Verrill
·
File, Peter and Donna Ven-ill, Scott Dyer- Custom Floats
Bill Longley-CEO, Carla Nixon-Planner
07057

(207) 829-2205D,IBDCI_PROlECtlM7'<>7-S7
VERRILLPJERIPEllMl!S\CUMBERLANDJ-BS.lJXlC

TRANSMITTAL
Reviewed □

For your use □
!As per your

Attached is documentation to support a f01mal request for a 'Whaifmg Out Permit for the
request □ Verrill Verrill Shorefront Stair and Seasonal Dock, Gangway & Float. I understand this must
. VIA:

Personal Delivery □
Special Delivery □
Messenger □

U.S. Mail □
U.S. Express Mall □
Overnight Express □
UPS □

Separate Cover □

be obtained prior to formal submission to the Planning Board .
This has also been submitted electronically.

Page (s)

Support Material

1-6

''Draft'' Shoreland Application

7-8

423 .5 Approval Standards

9-20

NRP A Permit By Rule Application
with Agent Authorization, Location
Map, Tax Map, Shorebird Mapping,
ACOEPermit

21-23

Project Plans

Fax □

Modem D

Please contact this office with any questions or comments. Please schedule a site visit with
Coastal Waters Commission and hearing at your convenience.

11StonyBrookLane,Yarmouth,
Maine04096

T:(207)846-9724

F:(207)846-3620 Email:bbaker@maine.rr.com

FOR OFFl(..l!; USE ONLY:

DECD/OCP 1/91 - Rev1Sedlocally 10/1/02

PERMITNO.: ______

_

ISSUEDATE: ______

_

FEE AMOUNT: ----'---

Town of Cumbedand
Shoreland Zoning Permit Application

GENERAL INFORl\UnON

I. APPLICANT

Peter and DonnaVerrill
4. PROPERTYOWNER

Same as Applicant
Agent: BarneyBakerPE
7. CONmACTOR:

Attn: Scott Dyer
CustomFloat Services
IO.LOCATION/ ADDRESSOF PROPER.TT

2. APPLICANTADDRESS

7 Broad CoveWay

Cumberland,Maine04021
5. AGENT ADDRESS

Baker DesignConsultants
11Stony BrookLane
YarmouthME04096
8. CONlRACTOR'S ADDRESS:

PO Box7302
36 UnionWharf
Portland, ME 04101
11. TAXMAP-rU~nATELOT

WASCREA

7 BroadCoveWoy

Cumberland,Maine04021

3. APPLICANTPHONE NUMBER

6. AGENT PHONE NOMDER

(207) 846-9724
9. CONTRACTOR'SPHONE NUMBER:

(207) TT2-3796
12.ZONINGDJSTRJCT

•

U068 Lot 20

LDR

13.DESCRIPTIONOF PROPERTYD-ICLUDINGA DESCRIPTIONOF ALL PROPOSEDCONSTilUCTION,E.G. LAND CLEARJNG,ROAD BUILDD-IG,SEPTI I
SYSTEMSANDWELLS(PLEASENOTE nIA TA SITE PLAN SKETCHIS REQUIREDON PAGE 3).

This applicationis for waterfront access. Refer to the drawingsattached.
The workincludesa permanentembankmentstair elevated onposts connectedto a seasonally
installeddockand gangwaythat providestidal access to a float.
A separate sheet that addresses SECTION423.3.5- APPROVAL
STANDARDS
ANDCRITERIAis
attached.
An NRPAPBRpermit from the MaineDepartment of Environmental
Protection and a Dept of the
ArmyPermitfrom the ArmyCorps of Engineersare appendedto this application.
14. PROPOSEDUSE OF PROJECT

Waterfront Access

15.ESTIMATEDCOSTOF CONSTilUCTION

$20,000

1 of 23

SHORELAND PROPERTYINFORMATION

16, LOT AREA (SQ.FT.)

17. FRONTAGEONROAD (FT.)

43836 SF

216-FT

18. SQ. FT. OF LOTTO Bil COVEREDBYNON-VEGETATED SURFACES

19.ELEVATIONABOVE JOOYEAR FLOOD

FacilityIs elevatedto approximatelyElev 10.
BaseFloodElevation=10.0(A2)

NA
20. FRONTAGEONWATERBODY(FT,)

21. HEIGHTOF PROPOSEDSTRUCTURE

-150-ft ne Line

ExistingHou_se

22. EXJSTINOUSE OF PROPERTY

23. PROPOSEDUSll OF PROPERTY

Residential

Residential
with SeasonalPier

NOTE: Questions24 & 25 applyonly to expansions of portions of existingstructureswhichare less than the requiredsetbackfrom the high water
mnrk.
24.

25.

A) TOTAL FLOORAREA OF PORTIONOF STRUC'JURE WIDCH JS LESS
TiiAN REQUIREDSETBACKAS OF 1/1/89(SQ. FT.)

A) TOTALVOLUMEOF PORTIONOF STRUCTURE WHICHJS LESS THAN
REQUIREDSETBACKAS OF 1/1/89(CU. FT.)

DR~FT
B) FLOORAREA OF EXPANSIONSOF PORTIONOF STRUCTUREWHJCH B) VOLUMEOF EXPANSIONSOF PORTION OF STRUCTUREWHICH IS
IS LESS THAN REQUIREDSETBACKFROM 1/1/89TO PRESENT (SQ. FT.) LESS TiiAN REQUIREDSETBACKFROM 1/1/89TO PRESENT (CU. FT.)

C) FLOOR AREA OF PROPOSEDEXPANSIONOF PORTION OF
STRUCTUREWHICHIS LESS THANREQUIREDSETBACK(SQ. FT.}

C) VOLUMEOF PROPOSEDEXPANSIONOF PORTION OF STRUCTURE
WHICHIS LESS 1HAN REQUIREDSETBACK(CU, FT.}

D) % INCREASEOF FLOORAREAOF ACTUALAND PROPOSED

EXPANSIONSOF PORTIONOF STRUCTUREWHJCHIS LESS THAN
REQUIREDSETBACKSINCE 1/1/89

D) % INCREASEOF VOLUMEOF ACTUALAND PROPOSED EXPANSION
OF PORTIONOF STRUCTUREWHICH JS LESS THAN REQUIRED SETBAC
SINCE 1/1/89(%)

(%INCREASE= (BtcyAxJOO}

(% INCRBASE-(B-K:YAx.100)

2
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I

I
\

SITEPL.AN

PLEASEINCLUDE: LOT LINES;AREA TO BE CLEARED OF TREESAND OTHERVEGETATION;THE EXACT POSITIONOF
PROPOSEDSTRUCTURES,INCLUDINGDECKS, PORCHES,AND OUT BUILDINGSWITH ACCURATE SETBACK DISTANCES
FROM THE SHORELINE,SIDE AND REAR PROPERTYLINES; THE LOCATIONOF PROPOSEDWELLS, SEPTIC SYSTEMS,
AND DRIVEWAYS;AREASANO AMOUNTSTO BE FILLED OR GRADED.IF THE PROPOSALIS FOR THE EXPANSIONOF AN
EXISTINGSTRUCTURE,PLEASEDISTINGUISH BETWEENTHE EXISTINGSTRUCTUREAND THE PROPOSEDEXPANSION.

NOTE: FORALL PROJECTSINVOLVINGFILLING, GRADING,OR OTHERSOIL DISTURBANCE,YOU MUST PROVIDEA SOIL
EROSIONCONTROLPLAN DESCRIBINGTHE MEASURETO BE TAKENTO STABILIZEDISTURBEDAREAS BEFORE, DURING,
AND AFTER CONSTRUCTION.(See attached guidelines.)

I

I

I

I

- Lf
,_ NORTH
,_

Refer to maps that part of the appended NRPA PBRApplication.

I I
,_ Location Map
Cumberland Tax Map U068

-

,_

,-

,.= =ru

!i,I 1-. A
LIi

"

Scale:

inches"'

3

feet.
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EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS

DRAWA SIMPLESKETCH SHOWING BOTH EXISTING_ANDPROPOSEDSTRUCTURESWITH DIMENSIONS:

Refer to drawings that part of the appened NRPA PBRApplication.

1
/

Custom Float Plans:
I-PierPlan & Elevation

I

I-Stair Elevation

I I

SIDE ELEVATION

Scale:

inches=

4

feet.
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ADDITIONAL PER.l\1ITS, APPROVALS, Al\1D/ORREVIEWS REQUIRED
CHECK IF REQumED:
□ PLANNJNG BOARD REVJEW APPROVAL (e.g. Subdivision, Site Plan Review)

0

BOARD OF APPEALS REVJEW APPROVAL

0

FLOOD HAZARDDEVELOPMENTPERMIT

0

EX1ERJOR PLUMBING PERMIT (Approved HHE-200 Application Fenn)

0

INTERIOR PLUMBING PERMIT

■ D.E.P. PERMIT (Site Location, Natural Resource Protection Act)

0

ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS PERMIT (e.g. Sec. 404 of Clean Waters Act)

□ ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS PERMIT (e.g. Sec. 404 of Clean Waters Act)
OTHERS:

•

Army Corps Pennit

DRaFT____

□

_

□

NOTE: Applicant is advised to consult with the Code Enforcement Officer and appropriate State and Federal
agencies to determine whether additional permits, approvals, and reviews are required.

I CERTIFYTHAT ALL INFORMATIONGIVEN IN THIS APPLICATIONIS ACCURATE.ALL
PROPOSEDUSES SHALL BE IN CONFORMANCEWITH THIS APPLICATIONAND THE
CUMBERLAI-IDSHORELANDZONING ORDINANCE. I AGREETO FUTURE INSPECTIONSBY THE
CODE ENFORCEMENTOFFICERAT REASONABLEHOURS.

DATE

APPLICANTSSIGNATURE

11-Apr-08

DATE

AGENT'S SIGNATURE (if applicable)

* If the person signing the application is not the owner or lessee of the property, then that person shall
submita letterof authorizationfrom the owner or lessee.
5
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APPROVAL OR DENIAL OF APPLICATION
(For Office Use Only)

MAP __

THIS APPLICATION IS:

.0

0

APPROVED

_

LOT __

_

DENIED

IF APPROVED,TIIE FOLOWING CONDIDONS ARB PRESCRIBED:

IF DENlED, REASONFOR DENIAL:

DRAFT
NOTE: lN APPROVJNGA SHORELANDZONING PERMIT, TIIE PROPOSEDUSE SHALL COMPLY WITil
THE PURPOSESAND REQUIREMENTSOF THE SHORELANDZONING ORDJNANCEFOR THE TOWN
OF CUMBERLAND.

CODE ENFORCEMENTOFFICER

DATE

* This pennit will expire one year fom the date of issuance, if no substantial start is made ir
construction.
INSPECTION CHECIQ.,IST:

D

Prior to Clearingand Excavation

D

Prior to FoundationPour

D

Prior to Final Landscaping

D

Prior to Occupancy

Permit# ___
FeeAmount ____

_
_

6 of 23
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07057 Venill Shorefront Stair and Seasonal Dock, Gangway & Float
·
7 Broad Cove Way; Map B20, Lot U06

Cumberland,Maine

SECTION 423.3.5 -APPROVAL STANDARDS Al\1DCRITERIA of the Town Ordinance ·
are repeated below in italics with project notes provided in bold
The following standards shall apply to all piers, docks, wharves, floats, bridges, and other
structures and uses extending over or beyond the normal high-water line of a water body,
submerged lands or wetland:
1. Accessfrom shore shall be developed on land and soils appropriate
constructed so as to control erosion.

for such

use and

Facilitycomponentshave been selected to minimizeimpact to the shorerront. A
permanent embankmentstair is elevated onposts and tidal access to a float is
provided by seasonallyinstalled structures.
2. The location shall not unreasonably interfere with developed or natural beach areas.

Existing developmentat the site includesan existing embankment stair in
deteriorated conditionthat willbe removed when the new stair is installed
There is no naturalbeach.
3. The facility shall be located so as not to unduly inte1fere with fisheries.

Theproposedfacility provides tidal access and willnot impact fisheries.
4. The facility shall be no larger in dimension than necessa1JJto carry on the proposed activity.

The Following
elements OTthe design were incorporatedto minimizeimpact of'
the proposed Tacilityon the coastal resource.
i. An elevated embankmentstair providesyear-round access to the
shoreTront.
ii. Seasonalelements (removablepier andgangway)errectively span existing
marshgrass with minimalimpact andprovideaccess to the Floatthat is
elevated above the intertidal mudr/at on skids.
iii. Seasonalcomponentswillbe stored in an uplandlocationduring the orTseason.
5. No new structw·e shall be built on, over or abutting a pier, wharf, dock, bridge, float or other
structure without an application and approval justifying the functionally water dependant
use of said addition.

There are no structures on the proposed pier. All componentsOTthe prqject
are consideredwater dependant uses.

7 of 23
Townof CumberlandShorelnndApplication
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070S7 Venill ShorefrontStairend SeasonalDock, Gangway& Float
7 Broad Cove Way;Map B20, LotU06

Cumberland,
Maine

6. No new structure shall be built on, over or abutting a pier, wha,i, dock, bridge, float or other
structure shall be converted to a residential dwelling unit or any use other than a
functionally water dependant use in any distr~ct.

Not applicable.
7. Lighting on.piers, wha,·ves, docks, bridges, floats and other structures should be designed
and installed to minimize negative impacts on other properties and safe navigation at night.
Negative impacts include excessive lighting and unnecessary glare that can. be a hazard to
navigation. Public and commercial facilities shall submit a lighting plan for review by the
Planning Board for safety and compatibility with the proposed use. All lighting shall be in
conformance with all Federal, State and local standards including Coast Guard Regulations
for lighting of piers or wharves where applicable.

Not applicable.No lighting is proposed ror the seasonalpier.
8. Except in the General Development District and Commercial Fisheries/Maritime Activities
District, structures built on, over or abutting a pier, wharf, dock, bridge, float or other
structure extending beyond the normal high-water line of a water body or within a wetland
shall not exceed twenty (20) feet in height above the pier, whmi, dock or other structure.

Not applicable.There are no structures on or abutting the proposed pier.
9. Structures shall not unduly interfere with passage along or within the intertidal zone in order
to protect established colonial rights for fishing, fowling and navigation. This may require
accommodations such as steps or pier elevations that would allow passage over or beneath a
structure.

Laddersteps willallowaccess up and over the seasonalpier.
I 0. Where a waterfront structure is proposed that will serve more than one property, the
property owners shall submit to the Town a proposed easement deed demonstrating that
permanent access and maintenance rights shall be granted to the parties sharing the
structure. 171eparties shall submit to the Code Enforcement Officer proof of recording of the
easement after its review and approval by the Town.
·

Thepier is intended to serve the Verrillramifyand their guests only.
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BAJ<ER!Eil3N
<XX'JSU.
T.ANTS
Clvl/, J,(r:rlll~ and S1r11d11ra/"Ei1Kll1u.rll1r

March 18, 2008
(Revised 25 March 08)
Attn: John Maclaine
Portland DEP
312 Canco Road
Portland, ME 04103
Subject:

NRP A Permit By Rule Application Verrill Season.al Waterfront Access.
Cumberland, Maine

Dear John,
I have enclosed an NRP A Permit By Rule application and fee for a shorefront project that will
provide shorefront access for the subject property. In accordance with the NRP A Chapter 305:
PERMIT BY RULE submission requirements I have provided the following support information.
Na.-rative of the Work Activity: As shown on the drawings, the proposed work wi11provide stair
access to the shore.front and a tidal waterfront landing. The stair is located on the embankment at ru1
optimum location to provide waterfront access. An existim! stair will be removed as part of the
project. The waterfront access is comprised of seasonal structures that include removable dock units,
an aluminum gangway and a tidal float on skids. There is no practical alternative to provide safe
waterfront access for this property.
Note that a previous PBR application (PBR #44057- Custom Floats was the Agent) was not
approved. The r~ason given was that the proposed access way was located in an ''undeveloped area
of the Tidal Wateffowl and wading Bh-d Habitat';. This application follows a 24March08 meeting
with John Maclaine CDEP
enforcement) that negotiated an approval for the new facility provided
the existing stair was removed.
A permit (attached) has been obtained from the Army Corps of Engineers:
Support Documents (with page reference):
PERN.IJT
BY RULENOTIFICATIONFORJ\1.......................................................................................................
3
AGENTAU11IORIZATION
..................................................................................................................................
4
·LOCATIONMAP...................................................................................................................................................
5
ABUTI'INGPROPERTYOVINERS......................................................................................................................
9
SI-IOREBIRD
MAPPING.....................................................................................................................................
10
FEDERAL PERl'v1IT
.............................................................................................................................................
1I

11StonyBrookLane,Yarmouth,
Maine04096

T: (207)846-9724

9 of 23

F:(207)846-3620 Email:bakerdesign@csi.com

·,,
r

Verrill Seasonal Waterfront Access.
Cumberland, Maine

Please contact me with any questions regarding·this application.

Sincerely,

BAKERDESIGNCONSULTANTS,Inc .
.
.

.

.

.

~~

Barney Baker PE
Principal

BIB
JN: 07057
Copy:
Jay Clement- Anny Corps of Engineers, Maine Project Office
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Verrill Seasonal Waterfront Access.
Cumberland, Maine

AGENT AUTHORIZATION
Peter and Donna Verrill
7 Broad Cove Way
-Cumberland, Maine 04021

By signing below, I authorize Barney Baker PE of Baker Design Consult.ants to act as agent ror
the purpose of permit communication on appiications filed for shorefront access at 0111· propcrt)
in Cumberland. Maine.

Signed:
l'l'll'I'

Vnrill

Signed:
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ITEM
08-085
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Consent
Decree for property located at 15 Aspen Crest Road,
Map R04, Lot 35/C

Christopher A. Risley
Homeowner
15 Aspen Crest Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
chris.risley@streambase.com
650 218 4189
June 6, 2008
Mr. William Shane
Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Mr. Shane,
I am the current owner of 15 Aspen Crest Road in the Town of Cumberland,
Maine, otherwise known as Lot 35C on Map R04 (the "Premises") of the Town of
Cumberland Tax Maps. I am re-submitting this letter as a formal request to
negotiate and enter into with the Town a mutually beneficial consent agreement
related to the Premises and an historic accidental infringement of the Town of
Cumberland's Zoning Ordinance. This letter and the accompanying proposed
Consent Agreement have been modified from the letter you were sent on May
19th on this same topic. The modifications were made to address concerns that
Mr. William Longley raised with respect to May 19th request. Mr. Longley has
now had a chance to informally review the changes with Town Counsel and he
believes that the new document addresses his concerns.
I own the Premises by virtue of a deed by Charles H. Mitchell, et al., dated June
22, 2007 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book
25230, Page 332. After purchasing the Premises, I was made aware that a
portion of this home encroached into the seventy-five (75') foot rear setback, as
required by Section 204.1.1.4.2 of the Zoning Ordinance. The Registry of Deeds,
and Town records, revealed that on May 21, 1992, a Certificate of Zoning
Variance Approval was granted by the Zoning Board of Appeals of the Town of
Cumberland to the then owner of the Premises, Alvin H. Grover, for a reduction
in the rear setbacks in order to construct a single family dwelling with breezeway
and attached garage (the Zoning Board of Appeals granted a sixty (60') foot rear
setback variance leaving a rear setback requirement of fifteen (15') feet).
Sometime later in 1992, the dwelling, breezeway and attached garage were
constructed; however, the fifteen (15') foot rear setback was not actually met. It
has subsequently been determined that the eave of one corner of the garage is
only twelve and 35/100 (12.35') feet from the rear property line.

I am the fourth owner of the Premises since it was built in 16 years ago. No
notice of violation or corrective order has ever been issued against the Premises
and, in fact, on July 17 2000 a "letter of non-action" was issued by the then Code
Enforcement Officer, Barbara E. McPheters noting the inconsistency between the
required and actual rear setback and assuring the then owner that the Town
would take no action against this apparent violation.
I consulted Mr. Bill Longley, the current Town Code Enforcement Officer who
advised me of the following:

1) It is Mr. Langley's policy not to issue such non-action letters on behalf of
the Town as that would appropriate an authority granted to the Town
Council, not to the Code Enforcement Officer.
2) The July 17 2000 non-action letter, as it stands in the file, should be taken
as the opinion of the Code Enforcement Officer during her term and
should not be seen to bind the Town in any way after the expiration of her
term.
3) As I contemplate future improvements to the Premises, the only way to
insure that the pre-existing infringement will not interfere with the granting
of building permits would be to obtain a mutually satisfactory Consent
Agreement with the Town.
I have enclosed for your review a proposed Consent Agreement, which should
serve as a reasonable jumping-off point at which to begin the negotiation process
with the Town Council. Also enclosed are copies of the current deed, certificate
of zoning variance approval, letter from Tim Jacobs dated May 4, 1992, letter
from Paula M. Wright, Clerk to the Board of Appeals, dated May 22, 1992, letter
of non-action from Barbara E. McPheters, Code Enforcement Officer, dated July
17, 2000, a parking extensions agreement between myself and my rear
neighbors Mr. and Mrs. Ron Brown recorded at the Cumberland County Registry
of Deeds January 30, 2008 and various plans of the Premises.
If you would please add this matter to the Town Council's next appropriate Town
Council meeting agenda we would greatly appreciate it.
If you should have any questions or concerns about this matter please feel free
to contact me, or have your Town attorney contact me. Thank you for your time
and consideration.

Christopher A Risley
Homeowner
Cell: 650 218 4189

CONSENT AGREEMENT

This CONSENT AGREEMENT is entered into th.is_ day of May, 2008, by
CHRISTOPHER A. RISLEY, an individual with a mailing address of 15 Aspen Crest
Road, Cumberland, Maine 04021 and the TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, a municipal
corporation located in the County of Cumberland and State of Maine with a mailing
address of 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, Maine 04021-9321.
WHEREAS, the Town of Cumberland (the "Town") is a municipal corporation duly
organized under the laws of the State of Maine; and
WHEREAS, William Longley is the duly appointed Codes Enforcement Officer and
Building Inspector (collectively the "CEO") of the Town authorized under law to
administer and enforce provisions of the Zoning Ordinance of the Town of Cumberland
(the "Zoning Ordinance"); and
WHEREAS, since June 22, 2007, Christopher A. Risley (the "Landowner") has been the
owner of certain real property located at 15 Aspen Crest Road, Cumberland, Cwnberland
County, Maine described in a deed recorded in the Cwnberland County Registry of
Deeds in Book 25230, Page 332 and currently shown on Assessors' Tax Map R04 as
Lot 35C (the "Premises");
WHEREAS, the single family home, breezeway and attached garage cwTently located on
the Premises were constructed in the year 1992 by, or caused to be constructed by, Alwin
H. Grover (the "Improvements");
WHEREAS, between that time dw-ing which Improvements were constructed and
Landowner acquired the Premises the following parties owned the Premises:
1.

Charles H. Mitchell and John G. Labrie by virtue of a Warranty Deed from Joseph
W. Powers and Tania M. Powers dated July 21, 2006 and recorded in the
Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 24208, Page 297; and

2.

Joseph W. Powers and Tania M. Powers by virtue of a Warranty Deed by Mary
Ellen Wilson and Tin1othy A. Jacob dated August 25, 2008 and recorded in the
Cwnberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 15685, Page 261; and

3.

Mary Ellen Wilson and Timothy A. Jacob by virtue of a Warranty Deed by Alwin
H. Grover dated June 5, 1992 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of
Deeds in Book 10102, Page 4 7; and

4.

Alwin H. Grover by virtue of a WruTanty Deed by Charles S. Payson dated May
15, 1967 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book
2999, Page 12.

WHEREAS, at the time that the Landowner acquired the Premises, a portion of the
Improvements encroached up to two and 65/100 (2.65') feet into the rear setback
requirements, the rear setback requirements having been reduced from seventy-five (75')
feet, as required by Section 204.1.1.4.2 of the Ordinance, to fifteen (15') feet pursuant to
a Certificate of Zoning Variance Approval dated May 21, 1992 and recorded in the
Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 10095, Page 88; and
WHEREAS, on July 17, 2000 a letter of non-action was issued by Barbara E. McPheters,
Codes Enforcement Officer of the Town of Cumberland, noting the encroachment, and
assuring the then owners, Mary Ellen Wilson and Timothy A. Jacob, that the Town
would take no action against them with respect to the violation; and
WHEREAS, the previous owners of the property had an informal agreement with their
neighbors Ron and Sally Brown which allowed the extension of their parking areas up to
11' feet onto the Brown property as shown in the attached exhibit and whereas that
agreement was fom1alized into a written and recorded agreement between Mr. Risley and
the Browns effective January 30, 2008.
WHEREAS, the CEO has investigated this case and has determined that the apparent rear
setback violation by the Improvements does not result in any significant health, safety or
welfare problem; and those portions of the Improvements that are encroaching into the
rear setback are so integrated into Premises that the removal of the Improvements,
without banning the integrity of the remaining Improvements, is not feasible.
WHEREAS, the Town, its CEO and the Landowner have been cooperating with each
other in an attempt to reach a settlement of this case.
NOW, THEREFORE, the Town, its CEO and the Landowner agree as follows:
1.

The Improvements, including the historic parking extensions now recorded in the
Risley/Brown agreement, shall be allowed to remain, and be repaired and
replaced, in their current location, but those portions of the Improvements that are
encroaching into the fifteen (15') foot rear setback shall not be expanded in
height, length or width from its now-current configmation.

2.

In the event the Browns or their successors revoke their permission to use the
parking areas w1der the tenns of the January 30· 2008 recorded agreement, the
Landowner shall cut back the driveway and parking areas to a setback no closer to
the property line than the comer of the garage.

2.

All futme improvements to the Premises must be in compliance with the setback
requirements of the Town of Cwnberland, and all other applicable requirements
contained within the Zoning Ordinance.

2.

Because Landowner did not create the apparent rear setback violation and as such
Landowner is a non-culpable party in this case, the Landowner shall not pay not
more than $500 in fees and/or civil penalties to the Town.

3.

The Town agrees to relinquish its rights to prosecute Risley, his heirs, successors
and/or assigns, for any alleged or apparent violation arising from the cunent
location of the Improvements in relation to the rear setback

4.

This Consent Agreement shall be binding on the Landowner, his heirs and
assigns, and it shall be duly recorded by Risley at the Cumberland County
Registry of Deeds within thirty (30) days of the date of this Consent Agreement.

5.

At a meeting of the Cun1berland Town Council on
· 2008, the Town
Council approved the resolution of the above-described land use violations based
on the terms and conditions set fo1ih herein and authorized the CEO to sign this
Consent Agreement on behalf of the Town.
LANDOWNER

Dated: ______

, 2008
Christopher A. Risley
INHABITANTS OF THE
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND

Dated:

-------

, 2008

STATE OF MAINE
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND, SS.

By: William Longley
Its: Code Enforcement Officer, duly authorized
______

_,2008

Personally appeared before me the above-named Christopher A. Risley and swore the
above statements to be true based upon his personal knowledge and acknowledged the
foregoing instrument to be his free act and deed.
Before me,

STATE OF MAINE
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND, ss.

______

Nicholas J. Morrill, Attorney at Law
_,2008

Personally appeared before me the above-named William Longley and swore the above
statements to be true based upon his personal knowledge and acknowledged the
foregoing instrument to be his free act and deed and the free act and deed of said
Inhabitants of the Town of Cumberland.
Before me,

Notary Public/ Attomey at Law

Print Name

Ooc~: .

385~5Bk:25230p,:

332

WARRANTYDEED
CHARLESH. riTCHELL AND JOHNG. LABRIE
of 15 Aspen Crc\5t.Road,Cumberland,ME 04021
for consideratio1paid, grants to

CHRISTOPHEf-A.RISLEY
of 710 Blair Islbd Road, Redwood City, CA 94063, with WARRANTYCOVENANTS,the
following descri~tidreal property in Cumberland, Colllltyof Cumberland and State of Maine:
See Exhibit A attached hereto nnd made a part hereof
Also hereby cotlveying all rights, easements, privileges, and _appurtenances,belonging to tho
premises hereint~vc described.
of June, 2007.

Witness .

State of Maine
Cumberland, ss. :

June22, 2007

'

Personally appeJed before me the above-named Charles H. Mitchell and John G. LaBric and
acknowledged th+ foregoing instrument to be their free act and deed.

H-RJSLl!Y

EXHIBITA
pl of land, together with the buiklings and improvements thereon, situated in
the Town of
bcirland, County of Cumberland and State of Maine and being Lot No. 3 as
shown and dep1 I • on plan entitled "Standard BoundarySurvey & Subdivision Plan, Windy
Knolls Subdivi iqn,- dated October 4, 1988", Revision 3 dated January 20, 1989 11ndduly
recorded in the mberland County Registry of Deeds in Plan Book 179, Page 28 (the "Plan") to
which plan and t ~ record thereofreference is hereby made for a more particular description.
Together with brid subject to all rights and obligations contained in the "Windy Knolls
Declaration ofehtenants, Conditions and Restrictions", dated October 24, 19B8and recorded in
said Registry · I Jook 8S36, page 72; as amended by "First Amendment of Declaration of
Covennnts, Con it,ons and Restrictions", dated April 17, 1990 and recorded in Book 9190, Page
325 and as
er amended by "Second Amendment of Declaration of Covenants and
owledged FebI'lll!l'y28, 1991 and recorded in said Registry in Book 9542,
1e same may be amended from time to time (collectively the "Declaration");
Community Association Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws; and the Plan,
all of which the r11nteesherein, by acceptance of this deed hereby acknowledge and agree to
comply with in a eprdance with their terms.
The foregoing gr l shall include, without limitation, rights of use in common in the subdivision
roadway as follo : Grantees shall obtain only those rights in the roads in the subdivision, Mere
Wind Drive and Atpen Crest Road, as 6hown on the Plan, provided in the Declaration; title to
these roads shall bFconveyed without consideration by Alwin H. Grover to the Windy Knolls
Community Ass c~ation,subject to certain rights of Grantees and other lot owners after certain
percentage of lot a!leshave occurred as provided in the Declaration.
The within conv yance is made subject to the following easements and other encumbrances as
the same may a~4 the property herein conveyed: 10 easement granted to Central Maine Power
Company and Ne v1EnglandTelephone and Telegraph Company by instrument dated September
14, I 967 and r rded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 3027, Page 762; 2)
casement granted t~ Portland Water District by instrument dated August 24, 1989 and recorded
in Book 8B81,Pa e!230 of said Registry; and 3) two 30 foot drainage easement as shown on said
Plan.
i
This conveyance~P'.ecificallyexcepts the right of Lot No. 3 to a septic easement shown on Lot
No. 2 on said Plru 4nd described in Paragraph 5 of References as shown on said Plan. Lot No. 3
has its own indep n~ent septic system including a leach field on site.

This conveyancer·~ subject to a variance granted by the Town of Cumberland Board of
Adjustment nn Ap qals recorded in said Registry in Book l 0095, page 88,

Jo1.

For title rcfercnc ]cc Deed given by Joseph W. Powers and Tania M. Powers to Charles H.
Mitchell nnd
LnBrie dAted July 21, 2006 and recorded in the Cumberland County
Registry ofDeeds · Book 24208,Page 297.
R1c1iwd

I

l!teord1dRuf 1hr of Duds
.Ml 2612007 03133150!'
CulbtrlandC-tr
PGMl~E, lovlt!I

Aflu Rccord!na Rc1wn lo:

Hopkinson& Abbondanza,P.A.
511 CongressStreet, Ste. 801
Ponland, Maine

04101

(207) 772--5845

TOWNOF CUMBERLAND
.TownOffice Building
P.O. Box 120

12 DrowneRoad
Cumberland,M·alnc04021
(207)829-5559

Mny 22, 1992
Alvin

H. Grovt?r
Rd.

Walnut Hill
Box 27
Cumberland,

Maine

04021

Dear Hr. Grover:
At the Mny 21, 1992 meeting, the Cumberland Board of .Adjustment and Appeals voted to gr 1it your request for ~ variance of 60' from the rear lot
line sotback rcqu ,/ement to construct
a single family dwelling with breezeway
and attnchod goro ,j, as strict
enforcement of compliance-with
the existing
zoning ordinance
cjuld cause undue hordship,
which h01:dship was not cauaed
by the applicant,
llut rather hy the unique conditions
inoigenous to the subect property.
When a varia qc is granted,
it is only valid for 6_months. T.f construction
docs not begin wi lliri that period thC! variance expires.
Yo_uare also instructetl
to abide by them Ch~ds and procedures set iorth by t~e ~ode Enforcement Officer,
Robert Littlefiel
• and may contact him at 829-2204 if y"ou have any questions
concerning this m1qter.
Enclosed yuu will find a Certificate
of Zoning .Varinnce Approval. This
certificate
must e recorded at the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds within
90 days of th~ gr 11ting o.f the variance or the variance wtll be invalid.
Proof
of recording
will he necessary prior to the issuance of any building permit.
Sincerely,

~~,11.w,;

Paula H. Wight
Clerk to the Boar
/pmu
Enc.
pc: Robert C. Rob rr,;on, Chr.

I,
Robe t C, Robinson
, the duly appointed,
qualified
nnd acting
Chnirman
of th :Zoning Board of Appeals fur the Town of Cumberland,
Cumberland
County
and
St H
c1f Haine,
hereby
certify
that
on the
21st
day of
May
, I !J 2 ,
the
following
variance
was
gr-anted
pur~
to
the
provision-:;
of
JOA H,R.S.A.
§ 4353 ancl the Town of Cumberland's
Zoning
Ordinance.

l.

Proper

2.

Proper

. (Last

Val'inn,c-

and Conditions

J

of

family

have

Book 4563,
of Tic'i'e).""°

Rd.
!'age

of Variance:

lot
dwelling

IN WITNESS VHEREOF, l
Huy
HJ_g.

- 13 Aspen Ci:est

County Registry
Deed in Chain

recorded

60' from the rear
a stn

H. Grover

Alvin

y,: Cumberland

149

J.

Y. Owner:

line
with

hel'Cto

setback
requirement
to construct
brec::eway and attached
garage.

set

niy hand

and

sea I this

~

day

)

STATE 01' MAINF.
Cumber land,

________

ss.

1~cn

H_a--'y_2_1_, 19~.

the
abovc-nnm"d
Robert C. Robinuon
appeared
acknowledged
the above certificHte
to be his/her
fi:ec act
hi. /her
cnpacity
as Chairman
of the Cumberland
Board of Zoning

par:o~ally
~d

and

deed

in

t11111cala.

Q;.,,,_.14t:1
Paula H. Wight
(PrintP.d
or Typed Name)
NOTARYPUBLIC

PURSUANT
. 30A H.R.S.A.
~ 4353,
THIS CERTIFICATE HUST BE RECORDED BY
THE l'ROP!lRTY O !;~R IN THE REGISTRY OF DEEDS WITl!Ill 90 DAYS OF THE FINAL
APPROVAL01' THE l\,lllANCE; OTHERWISE, THE VARIANCEWILL BE IIIVALID.

RIGHTS C
THE IWRK OR Cl
COMPLETEDWITHIN

"I··

I

lEDDY

THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT AUD APPF.ALS SHALL EXPIRE IF
E AUTHORIZED IS NOT BEGUN WITHIN SIX MONTHSOR SUBSTANTIALLY
NE YEAROF THE DATE OF VOTE BY THE BOARD.

,._

..
TowN

OF

CuivrnERLAND,

MAINE

290 Turrie Road
Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-932 l

Telephone (207) !129-5559 • Fax (207) 829-2214

July 17. 2000
Tlmol~y Jaco .
15 Aswen Cre t ,=load
Cumberland, ~ine 04021
Dearlim,
SUBJ¢CT: 15 '4SPEN CREST ROAD, MAP R4 LOT 35C

tb

With r~ferenc
ihe above property, it has been brought to the attention of this office
that am lncon i51\encymay exist between the recognized applicable zoning standard
and th~t whic i~ indicated by the mortgage inspection and available building records.

A reafjonable apiqunt of research by this office provides sufficient information that
clearly.demon 11atesthat any infringement of local zoning was not done Intentionally.
In fact, a vari nye:was granted for the structure and it appea.rs that the rear setback
was ertoneousy,determined at the time of construction. The distance was accepted at
that ti~e. an tonsiderable time has passed without notice or complaint of the
infringement.
Theref9re, pie 513pe advised that the determination of this office is that the property
indicate.d abov ~substantially conforms to local zoning regulations as a legal existing
noncorlformin lructure, not withstanding evidence to the contrary, and that the Town
of Currjberland ill not take any action against the owner to enforce this violation.
1u¢slions please call me al 829-2207.

cc:

File,
Corresp ~d~nce

C:\My Documents Code Enfo,ccmen1\R04-035-C-OOOIIOOl.doc

NOTICE TO PREVENT ACQUISITION
OF RIGHT-OF-WAYOR EASEMENT

The undersigned RONALD M. BROWN and SALLY L. BROWN, of 197
Greely Road, Yarmouth, Maine, owners of a certain lot or parcel of land located in
the Town ofYannoutb, County of Cumberland and State of Maine and described in a
deed dated January IO, 2001 and recorded at the Cumberland County Regist:J.yof Deeds
in Book 15794, Page 251 (Brown Prope1i.y), hereby give notice to CHRISTOPHER A.
RISLEY, of21 Hillside Avenue, Cumberland, Maine, owner of property adjacent to the
above-described Brown property described in a deed from Charles H. Mitchell, et al. to
Christopher A. Risley dated June 22, 2007 and recorded at the Cumberland County
Registry of Deeds in Book 25230, Page 332 and as depicted as Lot No. 3 on a plan
entitled "Standard Boundary Survey and Subdivision Plan, Windy Knolls Subdivision"
dated October 4, 1988, that use and improvements, specifically a gravel parking area
and paved parking area used by Risley, encroaches upon the land of Browns. Said
areas being more particularly described in Exhibit A annexed hereto as ru1area labeled
"Detail A'>and being the cross-hatched area labeled "Gravel Parking Area Encroaches
11"' and "Paved Parking Area Encroaches 8"' Reference is further made to Exhibit B
annexed hereto depicting said encroachment as it relates to Lot No. 3 and the Browns'
property. Risley hereby covenants and agrees that Risley' s use of said areas that encroach upon the Browns' property is with Browns' permission, which may be revoked
at any time and that Risley shall not acquire any rights to said areas by custom, use,
adverse possession, prescriptive easement or otherwise except as expressly allowed
in this Notice.
Risley further covenants and agrees that upon receipt of written notice from
the Browns requesting Risley to cease any further use of said areas, Risley will within
ninety (90) days of said Notice tenninate said use and remove any perso11alproperty
and improvements thereon and return the area.to substantially the same condition as
the Browns' land immediately adjacent to said areas. In the event that Risley breaches
the terms and conditions of this Notice, Risley without limiting Browns' remedy shall
be liable for Browns' damages in connection with enforcement of this Notice, which
damages shall include costs of suit and repairs together with reasonable attorney fees.
The provisions of this Notice shall run with the land binding the heirs, devisees and
assigns of Risley and Browns and shall be enforceable by the Browns, their heirs,
devisees and assigns.
This Notice is given pursuant to Title 14 M.R.S.A. §812.

WITNES s ow.·bands this

.

·-··--------------

?3

day of

8,....1
V

C.

r

' 2ooiy

STATE OF MAINE
CUMBERLAND, SS.
Then personally appeared the above-named RONALD M. BROWN and SALLY
L. BROWN and acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be their free act and deed.
Before me,

th

~fVlA.p,.

;eJlllt.}-<.c1'-'

A1.1omey
at Law/Notary Public
Print Name:

----------

My Commi!fi-''
)JLl~w;e~~°"'°'"""".......,.,,.,.,,.,._,""'>
DIANER. SNOW
NotaryPubllo,Malno

MrComm.Explras
06,16-2010

STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS

!£cf'tn.bJA. c; ,2001

Then personally appeared the above-named CHRISTOPHER A. RISL~Y _anq.
acknowledged the foregoing instrwnent to be his free act and deed.
Before me,

t

.· ..

'I)

i

·,;.

r/J-'/fd.f4=-.L.
,l✓lc.'.Jltl~ d S
ary Pubhc<i
. n ,' · ·
/
Print Name: IJ; here..--Jt1
i . !0 c_ha-f?...c
5
My Commission Expires:atpt &/,c2(J(:J.-..
-- OBERTA L. HICHARDS
NOTARY PUBUC
1MONW"t:ALTl
I OF_
M/\SSACHUSffiS

2

:•,rnmission Exp,re-~S~pl. 21, 2012

EXHIBITA

Detail
1"

'A'
20'

--------~
Grovel parking oreo
encroaches
11'

Paved parking
oreo encrooches

8'
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Please respond

0t11~ortland office

■ James A. Hopkinson
■

Richard J. Abbondanza

■

Michelle R. Santiago

■ Nicholas J. Morrill
■

Richard E. Clarke

May 19, 2008
VIA E-MAIL AND U.S. REGULAR MAIL
Mr. Willian1 Shane
Cumberland Town Manager
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021
wshane(@,cwnberlandmaine.com

Re:

15 Aspen Crest Road
Mr. Christopher A. Risley

Mr. Shane
I represent Clui.stopher A. Risley with respect to his ownership of 15 Aspen Crest Road in the
Town of Cumberland, Maine, otherwise lmown as Lot 35C on Map R04 (the "Premises") of the
Town of Cwnberland Tax Maps. I am submitting this letter as a formal request to negotiate and
enter into with the Town a mutually beneficial consent agreement related to the Premises and an
apparent violation of the Town of Cumberland's Zoning Ordinance.

Mr. Risley is the owner of the Premises by virtue of a deed by Charles H. Mitchell, et al., dated
June 22, 2007 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 25230, Page
332. After purchasing the Premises, Mr. Risley was made aware that a portion of his home
encroached into the seventy-five (7 5 ') foot rear setback, as required by Section 204.1.1.4.2 of the
Zoning Ordinance. The Registry of Deeds, and Town records, revealed that on May 21, 1992, a
Certificate of Zoning Variance Approval was granted by the Zoning Board of Appeals of the
Town of Cwnberland to the then owner of the Premises, Alvin H. Grover, for a reduction in the
rear setbacks in order to construct a single family dwelling with breezeway and attached garage
(the Zoning Board of Appeals granted a sixty (60') foot rear setback valiance leaving a rear
setback requirement of fifteen (15') feet). Sometime later in 1992, the dwelling, breezeway and
attached garage were constructed; however, the fifteen (15 ') foot rear setback requirement was
not met. In fact, it has subsequently been detennined that the eave of one comer of the garage is
only twelve and 35/100 (12.35') feet from the rear property line.
·46 High Street
Jath, Maine 04530
Telephone 207-386-0400
Facsimile 207-386-0334

511 Congress
Portland,
Telephone
Facsimile

Street• Suite 801
Maine 04101
207-772-5845
207-874-2330

34 Center Street ■ Suite 2
Auburn, Maine 04210
Telephone 207-689-2140
Facsimile 207-689-2148

Mr. William Shane
Cumberland Town Manager
May 19, 2008
Page2

Mr. Risley is the fourth owner of the Premises since it was built in 16 years ago. No notice of
violation or c01Tectiveorder bas ever been issued against the Premises and, in fact, on July 17
2000 a letter of non-action was issued by the then Code Enforcement Officer, Barbara E.
McPheters noting the inconsistency between the required and actual rear setback and assuring
the then owner that the Town would take no action against this apparent violation.
My client consulted Mr. Bill Longley, the current Town Code Enforcement Officer who advised
him of the following:
1) It is Mr. Langley's policy not to issue such non-action letters on behalf of the TO\vn as

that would appropriate a11autho1ity granted to the Town Council, not to the Code
Enforcement Officer.
2) The July 17 2000 non-action letter, as it stands in the file, should be taken as the opinion
of the Code Enforcement Officer during her tenn a11dshould not be seen to bind the
Town in any way after the expiration of her term.
3) As my client contemplates future improvements to the Premises, the only way to insure
that the pre-existing infringement will not interfere with the granting of building permits
would be to obtain a mutually satisfactory Consent Agreement with the Town.
I have enclosed for your review a draft Consent Agreement, which should serve as a reasonable
jumping-off point at which to begin the negotiation process with the Town Council. Also
enclosed are copies of the current deed, certificate of zoning variance approval, letter from Tim
Jacobs dated May 4, 1992, letter from Paula M. Wright, Clerk to the Board of Appeals, dated
May 22, 1992, letter of non-action from Barbm·a E. McPheters, Code Enforcement Officer, dated
July 17, 2000, a11dvarious plans of the Premises.

If you would please add this matter to the Town Council's next appropriate Town Council
meeting agenda we would greatly appreciate it.
If you should have any questions or concerns about this matter please feel free to contact me, or
have your Town attorney contact me. Thmllc you for your tin1e a11dconsideration.

Very-~
·-

/t/-~
✓-

Z

~

NicholasJ. Morr
Attorney-at-Law

-

Email: nmorrill c lbablaw. om

/enclosures
cc:
Mr. Christopher Risley
Mr. Bill Longley, Code Enforcement Officer

Law Office ofTeuy N. Snow, P.A.
294 Main Street, P.O. Box 275
Cumberland, Maine 04021-0275

Telephone: (207) 829-6363

Terry N. Snow. Esq.
Alnn E. Wolf, Esq.

Facsimik: (207) 829-4481
E-Mail: tsnuwlc1w(i.!}mainc.rr.cum

Karen .J.M. Mitchell, Esq.
S & W Associates

February 5. 2008

Chrislophcr A. Risley
21 Hillside Avenue
Cumberland. ME 04021
Dear Chris:

Enclosed find a copy of the rccorc..lcdNotice Lo Prevent Acquisition of Right-of-Way
or Easement wilh Ron and Sally Brown. which you will note from the encloscc..lreceipt
was recorded at the Cumberland County Registry orDeeds llll January 30. 1008.

Lryou have any questions

or comments. please give me a call.
Very truly yours,

Terry N. Snow
TNS/njp

Enclosures
cc

Nicholas .l. Morrill (w/cnclosurcs)

Dod:

38545 Bk:25230 pg:

333

EXI-IlBITA
A certain lot or parcel of land, together with the buildings and improvements thereon, situated in
the Town of Cumberland, County of Cumberland and State of Maine and being Lot No. 3 as
shown and depicted on plan entitled "Standard Boundary Survey & Subdivision Plan, Windy
Knolls Subdivision, dated October 4, 1988", Revision 3 dated January 20, 1989 and duly
recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Plan Book 179, Page 28 (the "Plan") to
which plan and the record thereofreference is hereby made for a more particular description.
Together with and subject to all rights and obligations contained in the "Windy Knolls
Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions", dated October 24, 1988 and recorded in
said Registry in Book 8536, page 72; as amended by "First Amendment of Declaration of
Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions", dated April 17, 1990 and recorded in Book 9190, Page
325 and as further amended by "Second Amendment of Declaration of Covenants and
Restrictions", aclmowledged February 28, 1991 and recorded in said Registry in Book 9542,
Page 329; and as the same may be amended from time to time (collectively the "Declaration");
the Windy Knolls Community Association Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws; and the Plan,
all of which the Grantees herein, by acceptance of this deed hereby acknowledge and agree to
comply with in accordance with their terms.
The foregoing grant shall include, without limitation, rights of use in common in the subdivision
roadway as follows: Grantees shall obtain only those rights in the roads in the subdivision, Mere
Wind Drive and Aspen Crest Road, as shown on the Plan, provided in the Declaration; title to
these roads shall be conveyed without consideration by Alwin H. Grover to the Windy Knolls
Community Association, subject to certain rights of Grantees and other lot owners after certain
percentage of lot sales have occurred as provided in the Declaration.
The within conveyance is made subject to the following easements and other encumbrances as
the same may affect the property herein conveyed: 10 easement granted to Central Maine Power
Company and New England Telephone and Telegraph Company by instrument dated September
14, 1967 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 3027, Page 762; 2)
easement granted to Portland Water District by instrument dated August 24, 1989 and recorded
in Book 8881, Page 230 of said Registry; and 3) two 30 foot drainage easement as shown on said
Plan.
This conveyance specifically excepts the right of Lot No. 3 to a septic easement shown on Lot
No. 2 on said Plan and described in Paragraph 5 of References as shown on said Plan. Lot No. 3
has its own independent septic system including a leach field on site.
This conveyance is subject to a variance granted by the Town of Cumberland Board of
Adjustment an Appeals recorded in said Registry in Book 10095, page 88.
For title reference see Deed given by Joseph W. Powers and Tania M. Powers to Charles H.
Mitchell and John G. LaBrie dated July 21, 2006 and recorded in the Cumberland County
Registry of Deeds in Book 24208, Page 297.
Received

Recorded
Resisteror Deeds
Jun 26,200703:33l50P
CutberlnndCountg
Pa•eln E. Lovleg

After Recording Retwn to:

Hopkinson& Abbondanza,P.A.
5 I 1 CongressStreet,Ste. 801
Portland, Maine 0410 l
{207) 772-5845

11ay -4, 199:2

Tim Jacqbs
Re:
Lot 13-Windy

Knolls

Permission
is hereby
granted
to Tim Jacobs
to build
within
15' of my property
1.in·e in accordahi::e
w'it'h a setbac;:k
v'ariaace
granted
by the town of Cwnl;,erland.

Renald
B,rown
f 0r Robe.rt
Brown
··
\,_,.
:;o"
0
,·,I',.,
(',

rfi,,,~V/11.~~
tit~tfi.✓ E ✓~~

TOWN OF CUM,81:,Rl..AND
-Town Office 8l:Jilding
P.O. B.ox 128 .
12 Drewne Road
Cumbwland, Maine 04021
(207) 829-5559

Nay 22,

1992

Alvin H. Grover
Walnut Hill Rd,

Box 27
Cumberland,
Pear

Mr.

Maine

04021

Grover:
.

I,·,

. '

At the May 21, 1992 me.eting,
th~. Qu,Qib"eq;j."and
Bb·~td Qf Adjustmefi't
-1nd Appeals
voted
to grant
your_· r~quest:
fq~. ~ Y'<'J:fiap.c:e o·f 6.-~'_from t;he re.ir iot
_line ._setback requireme;ot
~o com{trui;J
a· i:.ingJe 'fami.!y ..~'#e-1,_l:lng with breez,eway
and attached
garage,
a's sti?ict ·enfor~e"!l!ent of compliancf."-wftb
the existing
zoning ordinance
would c~1:1c
undue,
hards_h;!.p,
w_I1ile:h--hards,g:ip·
was
not cat_Lsed
9
by the applicant,
but Tather
by t·he 1,11'ri:q,uecond-d.t;:i:.ons ;iIJ."i;li.genous to the sub~
ect p:rope.:ty.

e
•

•.

. '

.

·_ '",.'

•

I

••;

•

• .

•:

•

I .

When a variance
is g,rant;~c;I, it is· 'only ;ai±d
£·or. 6' ~dnths.
If construction
does not begin within
that period·
t:L1e'·variance·
e~p,i:r·es .. ·Yeuare also instrnc.t·ecl
to abide_ by the method;; and p:qicedures
set 'igrth
fhe~,.Gt{cie
Enforcement
·oificer'
Robert Littlefield,
and may cor1taqt iipn
82-9'-:2?04 .;i.t·.Y·ou.
have aniy questions
concerning
this matter.
···
- · ·'
·· ,,: ··•"i'
·.·'
:_

oy

~t
.

.

., .

Enclosed
you will
find a. Cgrt:i..{i<;~tce· q_f -2'oni~g yai::iance
App-rova:l.
This
certificate
must be recorded
af. th~ -eumb·e-rlanif Go_uiitry Reg.tstry
of Deeds within
90 days of the gra1.1ting of the var:i;fI"D;-C?e .th_e variance
w:i,11 be invalid.
Proof
of recording
\;,,111 be necessa:ty
prior
to· the issuan!;!e
of any building
permit.

or'

Sincerely,

~r11.w.j&1
"Paula, M._ Wight
Cl.erk to the Boaittl

/pmw
Enc.
pc: Robert

C. Robinson,

Chr.

R0bert
C,. ,Rdbinson
, the duly appo·inted,
q1.i'alified
aqd actin'g
'of· th~ Zoaing B'o,31-dof Appeals
f9r the Town o'f Cumberland,
Cumberland
and
State
of
Haine~
hereby
certify
that
on the
21st
day of
Hay
, 19 92 ,
the
fbllowing
variance
was
granted
pursuant
to
the
provisions
of--JQA
M.R.S.A.
§ 4353
and
the
Town of
Cumberland's
Zoning
Ordinance.
I,
Chpinnan
County

.Alvin H. Grover

1.

Property

Owner:

2.

Property:
eumbe-:rla:nd Comity Reg:istry
~(Last
rec.ord.ed
Deed .i!Ii Chain

3.

Variimce

and Conditions

60' from the
a single
family

n-1WITNESS
~fay

,of

of

re.ar lot
dwelling

WHEREOF, I

have

- 13 Aspen

Crest

Book~~,
.of Title).

Rd.
!;'age

Variance:

line
with

hereto

setback
requirement
to construct
breezeway
and attached
garage.

set

my hand

and

seal,

this

21st

t;:lay

, l 9 92 .

)

STATE OF MA.INE

Cumberland,

Then

and deed
Appeals.

ss.

p~rsonally
and
i.n his/her

Nay 21

appeared
acknowledged
capacity
as

19 92.

the'·
above-named
Rob.ere C. Rob.inson
the above
c.ertificate
to be hislher
free
act
Chairman
of the Cumberland
Board
of Zoning

cir;

__

___;;6-:....;a;~c...ca.~:
;µ;;A'-L,(Jf"-1-, .;;._• '-"-'--&,"-'-).
H'"ll-G.L..
-'--',,I

il~f

S-

Paula: M. Wight
(Printed
cit· 'J:yped Name)
NOfARY PUB'Ll C

PURSUANT TO 30A H.R.S.A.
§ 4353,
THIS CERTIFICATE MUST BE RECORDED BY
.PROPERTY OWNER IN THE REGISTRY 0F DEEDS WITHIN 90 DAYS OF THE FINAL
APPROVAL OF THE VAR:IANCE; OTHERWISE, THE VARIANCE WILL BE INVALID.
THE

RIGHTS GRAJHED BY THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT AND APPEALS SHALL EXPIRE IF
THE f.JORK OR CHANGE AUTHOR:EZEDIS NOT BEGUN WITHIN SIX MONTHS OR SUBSTANTIALLY
COMPLETED WITHIN ONE YEAR OF THE DATE 01~ VOTE BY THE BOARD.

\. I

U"''
.-t

ToWNOF

CuMBERLAND,

MAINE

290 Tuttk Roa:d
Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5'569 • :Pax (207.) 829-.2214

July 17, 2000
Timothy Jacob
15 Aspen Crest Ro·ad
Cumberland, Maine· 04021
Dear Tim,

SUS~ECT: 15 ASPEN CREST ROAD,

MAPR4·lOT~5C

With ~efererice. to tt.ie above property, it has 'be.en,brought.to ih:e attentioA of this offiee
thgt an inoonsistenc;y may,e:xist betw.eeri ·tt:ier~cognized ;:ipplicable zonir,ig staridard
and th 9 t wmichis i11dicated by the niort9.age ·mspectioH an.dayaj)able building records.

A reasonable amount of researqh by. tliis office provides sufficient infom1atioi1 that
clearly clernonstr:ates that any infrlng¢menlof local z0ning was Mt done intenfionally.
In fact, a vari.anoe was granted .f0r th!:l structure anq it aJ;ipews tt:n,it the re,13rsetback
was err.cineously determined at lhe tft:neof consfiuction. Tb.e qistance was accepted at
that time, and consider.able time has passed without notice or complaint of the
infrin_gement.
Th1,m~fore, pleas~ !;le acjvised th-ai thl;l d13lermin~ti_onof this office is tllat t11e JIJr:opelify
indicated above subslantiaJly con-fo'rms to lqeal .zoning regLJ1
9tions as a leg_al existing
nonconforming strwcture, not wifbstahding evidence to the contrary, and that the Town
of Cumberiand wili not take ~rw action aga.insf the owmer to enforce this-vi0Jation.
If you have any questicms ple~se cail me at 829-220.7.

Barbara E. M,;:Pheters
Code Enforcenwnt Officer
cc:

!Pile ,
Correspond1:mce

C:\My Documents\ Code Enforcemenr\R04-035-C-000#001.doc
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CERTIFICATE OF ZONING VARIANCEAPPROVAL

r~ss

;i; 10095

_ 11.,::;0312
I,
Chair=n
County

Robert C. Robinson
, the duly nppointed,
qulllified
and acting
of the Zouing Board of Appeals
for the Town of Cumberland,
Cumberland
and State
of
Mn:!ne, hereby
certify
that
on the
2li;t
dny of
Mny ,19.E._, the folloving
variance
~ns
granted
purSUlmt
to
the
prov ls ions
of
JOA M.R.S .A. § 4353 and the Town of Cumberland I s Zoning
Ordinance.
Alvin

I.

Property

2.

Property:
Cumberland
~{Lnst recorded

3.

Variance

O\mer:

lot
d1,1clling

YITNESS YHEREOF, I have

lU

of

May

- 13 Aspnn Crest

Rd.

Doak 4563 , Pose
of Tit~

of Vnrinnce:

and Conditions
fai:,lly

Grover

County Resistry
Deed in Chain

60' from the rear
a singh

II.

line setback
requirement
to construct
wlclt br~c::e1,1ay ond :ittachcd
garage.

hereto

sec

my hand

and

seal

this~

day

l9E-

)

STATE OF HAINE
Cumberland,

Then
and deed
Appnnls.

ss.

M_a_.y_2_1
__ , 19E-

________

the
above-named
Robert C. Robinson
personally
appeared
and nckn01,1ledgcd the above certificate
to be his/her
free act
in his/her
cnpacity
as Chairman
of the Cumberland Board of Zoning

R•:Qrd-:d
r).:,~-:r ! :rid C.:~:n-t:1

R~a!i'tr-iof D:-~ds
06,'05/91 0l :52: 2~1
R•±:~rt?. 1i'tc~!b
R-::iE:"t-;r

!2.tA(./,Jfl.1Paula M. Yight
(Printed
or Typed Nome)
llOTARYPUBLIC

PURSUANT TO 30A M.R.S.A.
§ 4353,
THIS CERTIFICATE MUST BE RECORDEDBY
THE PROPERTY 01/NER !N THE REGISTRY OF DEEDS WlTlllll 90 DAYS OF "IHE FINAL
APPROVALOF THE VARIANCE; OTIIERWlSE, TIIE VARIANCEYlLL BE INVALID.

:.~.:-~,:.f~;·'._:_·

_
:11
:r•../•.
,

!'.·~-:·.

RIGHTS GRA!ITEO llY THE BOARD ::*::USTtlEllI
ANO APPEALS SHALL EXPIRE IF
THE WORK OR Cl!A}IGE AUTilORIZED 15 NOT BEGUNWlTHlll SIX MONTHSOR SUBSTANTIALLY
COMPLETEDYlTHIII ONE YEAR OF THE DATE OF VOTE BY THE BOARD.
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EXHIBITA

C'l""A1 C- n.i

·-----mode

for

rr,-r

·--

-

...

-.a~

.a.

Account#

Vision ID: 1
r11111>

Tnprt

.~TIIWIYl'f,K

n

• · .<;TRT ronA

Sec#:

1 ofl

Bil
UTl.1.1-TTR,<;

1,

l of

1

,r.A·TTnN

Description
RESIDNTL
R.c,.,LAND

15 ASPEN CREST ROAD

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
!Other ID:

Card

r,1 r-Rll"fi'.NT

RINSLEY CEilUSTOPBER A

CUMBERLAND, ME 04021
~ddltional Owners:

State UrM,010
Print D
5/20/200814:35

Bldg Name:

MAP ID: R04/ 35/C / /

nvl'UJ

Code
1010
1010

1

of

l

C'(.~Ji-~C:~.•t.n,

•

Appraised Vallle
329,100
195,600

Assessed Val11e
3206
329,100
195,600 'UMBERLAND CTR, il

-

0R04 0035C0000

EXEMPT

VISION

y
RESEXM
TREES
tearing
1
GIS ID: OR04 0035C0000

Total

ASSOCPID#

-BK0 l'OUPAGE . SALEJ;>ATE.Iii/it vii SALE PRICE

.RPCORD OF OWNERSHIP
IIUNSLEY CHRISTOPHER A
IMITCHELL CHARLES H
IPOWERS JOSEPH W
P°ACOBTIMOTHY A

u

Yr. Code
Assessed Value
258,700 zoos1010
113,500 zoos1010

Total:

-.,EXEMPTIONS
Year

Tvne Descriptio11

Amo1111t

372 200

OTHERASSESSMENTS

..
Code Descriotio11

Number

524,700

524,700

P..R,EVIOUS'ASSESSMENTS
(HISTORY>

541,250 00 Yr. Code
550,000 1R zoos1010
430,000 00 1200s 1010
0

I
I
I

06/26/2007 Q
07/27/2006 u
08/28/2000 Q

25230/ 332
24208/297
15685/ 261
10102/0047

v.c.

Assessed Val11e Yr. Code
258,700 2007 1010
113,500 2007 1010

A.fsessed Value
258,60<
113,501

Total:

372101

Total:

372.200

This signature ack11owledges
a visit by a Data Collectoror Assessor

Amowit

ComnL Im.

APPRAISED-VALUESUMMARY.
Tntnl·

ASSESSING-NEIGHBOim,OQD
NBHD/ SUB
0001/A

I

NBHDNAME

I

I STREET INDEX NAME I

TRACING

I

I

BATCH

I

NOTES·

-

FGR/BAS/FHS ANG-SQRD FOR
!SKETCH

1A

I

YELLOW

Appraised Bldg. Value (Card)
Appraised XF (B) Value (Bldg)

326,70(
2,40(

Appraised OB (L) Value (Bldg)

(

Appraised Land Value (Bldg)
Special Land Value

195,60(

Total Appraised Parcel Value

524,700

Valuation Method:

C

Adjustment:

0

Net Total Appraised

BUlWING P.ERMITRECORD
Pen11itID

Iss11eDate

-

B Use
Use
# Code
Descriptio11
1 1010 Single Fnm MDL-01

1 1010 ~Ingle Fam MDL-01

Tvne

Descrintio11

Amou11t

Parcel Value

524,700

YISIT/CHANGE HISTORY

Insn. Date

..

C

%Como.

Date Como. Commenls

Date
8/1/1997
11/13/1996
10/18/1996
10/17/1996

Tvne

IS

ID

JP
RS
RS

RS

Cd.
40
10
02
01

P11mosc/Res11lt
No change
Mcnsu/LtrSnt Letter Set
Measur+2Vlsit • Info Car,
Measur+ I.Visit

LAND LINE VALUATION
SECTION

Zo11e D Frontaf!e Dcnth
RRl
RRl

U11its
174,240 SF
1.50 AC

Total Cnrd Land Units:

5.50 AC

Unit
Price
0.75
6,000.00

/.

Factor S.A.
1.00 5
1.00 5

Acre
C.
ST.
Disc Factor Idx
1.0000
1.00 150
1.0000
1.00 150

Parcel Totnl Land Arca: 5.5AC

'

Adi.

Notes• Adi

1.40
1.40

I

Special PricinJ!

li\di. U11itPrice La11dValue
1.05
183,000
8,400.00
12,600

Total Land Value:

195,600

l'roperty Location: 15 ASPEN CREST ROAD
Vision ID: 1249
Account#
,.

:CONSTRUCTION DETAIL
Element
Cd. Ch. Description
Style
03
Colonial
Model
Grade
Stories
Occupancy
Exterior Wall 1
Exterior Wall 2
Roof Stn1cturc
Roof Cover
nterior Wall l
Interior Wall 2
Interior Ar I
Interior Ar 2
Heat Fuel
Heat Type
iACType
irotal Bedrooms
!Total Bthnns
rrotal Half Baths
!Total Xtra Fixtrs
rrotal Rooms
!Bath Style
Kitchen Style

~ode
•PL3

Ill
07
2
l
14

Bldg Name:

MAP ID: R041 35IC I I
Bldg#:

1 of 1

MIXED USE
Code !Descri111io11
1010 Single Fam MDL-01

Wood Shingle
Gable/Hip
IAsph/F Gls/Cmp
Drywall/Sheet

12
14
02
PS

Hardwood
Carpet
Oil
Hot Water
None
~ Bedrooms

~
UAT
FUS
13AS
UBM
Percerllal!e
100

P3

IAYB
EYB
Dcp Code
Remodel Rating
Year Remodeled
Dep%
Functional Obslnc
fatemnl Obslnc
Cost Trend Factor
Status
% Complete
Overall % Cond
Apprais Val
Dcp % Ovr
Dep Ovr Comment
Misc lmp Ovr
Misc Imp Ovr Comment
Cost to Cure Ovr
'.:ost to Cure Ovr Comment

I
!>Rooms
li\verage

02
02

Card

1

of

1

State Use:1010
Pri11tDate: 051201200814:35

~s
36

FGR

"HS
BAS
UBM

3

:

2 3
~6

1E

26

2E

li\vcrage

28

40

~05.74
l368,592
~1,250.00
l379,842
1992
1994

Adj. Base Rate:
!Section. RCN:
[NetOther Adj:
!Replace Cost

12

I'.>

1

24

<JOST/MARKETVALUATION

Ill

1 of

CONSTRUCTION DETAIL fCONT,JNUEDl
Elemellt
Cd. Ch. Descriptio11

Residential
Good+lO
12Stories

03
03
05

Sec#:

,\

14
0
0
l
86
326,700
0
0
0

O[J!OUTBU1LDING
& YARD-iTEMS(L)'/XF-BUIWING1£X1'RA.FEATlfRES(B)
)11b )1tbDcscrint
VB Units Unit Price Yr ';de 1'J Rt C11d %C11d i\nr Value

DescrilJlion

B

?STORYCHil

I

2,800.00

1994

l

100

?,400

No Photo On Record
BUIWING Sl)B-AREA-S.UMMA'Jff-S_B<JTION
..
Code
BAS
FGR
FHS
FUS
UAT
UBM

Descrimion

LivitlI! Area Gross Area Eff. Area
1,514
1,514
1,514
255
0
728
228
456
274
1,040
1,040
1,040
104
0
1,040
1,496
299
0

r;irst Floor
~nrngc
:Half Story, Finished
Opper Story, Finished
~ttic, Unfinished
!llnsemeot, Unfinished

Unit Cost Undenrcc. Value
105.74
160,083
37.04
26,962
63.53
28,971
105.74
109,964
10,996
10.57
21.13
31,615

:
Tl>

.rr

T

;,,JT 1t,,.,r

., A

r~n •

2 782

6.274

3,486

37!.,v .,d

--·

ITEM
08-086
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Mass
Gathering Permit and Victualer's Licenses for the United Maine
Craftsn1en's 39 th Annual Cwnberland Alis & Craft Show,
August 7, 8, 9 & 10, 2008 @ the Cu111berlandFairgrow1ds

L____

____

~

________

I

United Maine Craftsmen, Inc.
16 Old Winthrop Road
Manchester, Maine 04351
207-621-2818
Fax: 207-621-1945
info@unitedmainecraftsmen.com
wv.;w.unitedmainecraftsmen. com

April23,2008
Ms. Nadeen Daniels
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
RE: Mass Gathering Permit

Dear Ms. Daniels,
Enclosed please find our check in the amount of $350, and the Mass Gathering
Application. I have attached a copy of the following:
o The rental agreement with the Cumberland Farmers Club
o A proposal from Publiccover Security Services to provide security
o A certificate of liability coverage
o A letter from the Cumberland Police & Rescue to provide services
o A proposal from Troiano Waste & Associated Septic to provide waste
removal and porta-potties
o A list of the food concession vendors, and their applications for temporary
permits.
As additional food concession and Maine Products Tent applications are received I will
periodically forward them to you for review.
The potable water come from the Portland Water District and has always been acceptable
by Eileen Wyatt.
Thank You. Please let me know if there is anything else you require.

smtJY,
~~,L~
Administrator

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
Publication dates,_·----,----Publication names: 17,reqgsfe r
Date filed: 5-D.;L - i;,g:
Fee rec'd: 6> o.;t:. 0 8'
Date Ordinance received:._--lz~L~~---lssued.,_·______
Denied:.______

_
_

Mass Gathering Application -- Minor Large Outdoor Event

(1,000 - 4,999 persons)
This application must be filed with the Town Clerk not less than 60 days before the date of the event.
Application must be accompanied by a non-refundable fee of $250.

l11h~J\jaioe_~:rd"?t~mea.
""It:v:

Name of applicant:
Address of applicant:
Name of event:

l(.pOld \JJ1(\'tt\fo(' fld. ~J }1~rdie.s+ett{~ Ol/65f

"31-tt,,
o()l'\ual G.>r<'hz.dc:Yti
Ar+.:.q

Facility where the event will be held:

Tel.#

).o7-(o'J./·J..~/'({

Crc1t-ts.&how

_C=u""'roh,c-=__,_r-4'1.e"'""ou.;d;;;..__,__f;_,_a"-'"'in:.;:;311-'-r~=

Is the facility owned by the applicant: ____

yes;
✓
no, (if no, attach a copy of the
contract with the owner which allows use of the property)

Name of promoter (if different from above): __.s=·
c...,,rn.:..:.:..~---------------Telephone number: c).,D7-toJ..1
· o>-.~t
~
Date of event:

f\v_gus+
7_ g.9., o, aoo%;

Time (start and finish times): 1hur,.,S,3-/·IDAJ.-1-5
PH
1

1

Number of tickets available I >o
\-im,kJ• So Id ch
Expected attendance /0,ClOO-

f

~vrtlc1l'

9taie.-

"-!Jud

,3'.:P

H0iog

PH

3Y40 -

Su4

197:::,

r4,L~an\ 's(}1/r"<j

[,,c½dmA&
fCuduc.'&

tL- yes, ____

Will any food vendors be serving at the event?

/;:J.,-4- Fo:x-1
ccY)~
-':'SS.~QQ
d/'d L:,oos.Club tv,(d;~

what types)

,- 4

~k~ ·,"c7-co7 ~~ · J.753:J
· f'r.cbtd).~.9.t/_,,

l':t.ooo

~f
Description of event:

{D f\H

\{

no (if yes, how many, and

uo.+~

<2@(.S..,,HU
. .st,½dinj.-f-eAiS
I fr.JC
I<.

Will any alcohol vendors be serving at the event? ___
yes,
/
{!@(ifyes, list name and
attach a copy of the vendors license to sell alcohol, describe alcohol will be served) ____
_

Describe the three most recent outdoor performances of the group, performer, or event being proposed.
Include location, date(s), number in attendance, promoter or sponsoring person or organization.

1. f&\

fest:volo-t
Am Ir Crc:1¾
- ',,Srn1
/;q,/fill&rrnWR.sfb(&VI-.Jic

.

I

[,;)5 E1J,il:,,fo,~
, ~ CUS:.i'DmecsSe.p-k:rnk [. a.pD7 - ,spo~recf b~Uµ:_
2. 3<isihC:u:n~rlMdCra.fbShcnu C,mbu·l~d
>XP 8"f-h,h
hes
/ f. poo Cvs:/omp,r3. 371: c1umbu)~

b3,r8rouoch
- ltfy11sfC/-J,J..
aoo7
-S{b@rfld

Crc~-rt
-s.ha)U Curr.furl~
~,vrwc,c{!.

~uJ /0-13,o(.J'Jlo
S{?Df¼OrrzcJ
'2-f UHCW.

.300 E;.l'\~1b,1ll1.S {.,~,OCD0.-di,ffill.C:i
Description of facility:
A.
Seating capacity: _____

permanent; _____

B.

Other seating capacity: ____

C.
D.
E.

Number of toilets available: IJ on s,~
Number of parking spaces available: ____

temporary

festival;

standing room only (sq. ft)·

permanent; / Le
on~site; ____

portable 3 M:ldp
off-site

Are all parking lots lighted (applicable only if event runs into evening hours)
_____
yes; ____
no, if no, which lots are not lighted __ --,--__

:fa,rarouodwakr

F.

Source of potable water:

G.

Refuse containers available, number and size: --r-----------

3 -

H.

bt uJ..IL-,.

\J

Cc.~s

-Por+lc::\nJ
We.kcDid.

.30 yard rol l cf£ cw±cioe,cs

Name ofrefuse disposal company (attach a coaof

([oieJJo

~®

\dAs.+L~-n.L·u.Ll

the agreement to pick up refuse)

J.nc_

I.
When will refuse be picked up? _-_..ld--\,=o.1....J(\cl"'-'-''1-=-1---AJJu...,,.:z:j-¾""u.,.,_s.fL.....
__._I_..__.(
,___,.olO=O=[:,.___
__
Public Safety:
J.

Describe first aid facilities: _

--L,e=e.=s.~c=u"-"'e..-_______

_,_C_u=·
...,M__._bu
........
--'-1c0=-'-"d
......

_

•

K.

L.

Describe emergency facilities:

Cu!Ylbr
landYo l,u._~

- Describe communication facilities: Al I aeces.s~ p<U
n€. ( vJ i I Ccrr'=( ·
4 ..<:{.1)1
c&::\,~. CQ.I\ ph)(\U,d~b ~lforl ~6/e__

roqu1r~J

bi Cumb(}__(/c!.lld
i)ol,uIJ¥+

M.

Number of certified police officers:

N.

Other security personnel (include company name and qualifications): ____

Publ,r CwcvSecuc,d,

~S.

(_z:;pK
~b+ "]'It, -

5fM

_

&fju:.+
/D'-flr-)

Curobu
fc:s."d
hre, ~j

0.

Describe fire personnel:

P.

Name ofliability insurance~:Z~U~r_:_d~"-~-~u-'-ra~()_c..e_=---------; amount of property insurance
Amount of coverage d .00'), 000

Other

Q.

J.;.oa)

-

Preferred type of performance guarantee (i.e.. escrow account, irrevocable letter of credit)

On ______________
Gathering Ordinance.

(date), I received a copy of the Cumberland Mass
(authorized signature)

==============================================-,==M'-11

UNITEDMAINECRAFTSMEN,INC.
16 OLD WINTHROP ROAD, #2
MANCHESTER, MAINE 04351
(207) 621-2818

10301
BANKOF AMERICA

52-36-112

04/22/2008

PAY .
TOTHE

ORDEROF

$

Town of Cumberland

P?driENT
SUi~iiM;';
RECEIPT

**350.00

Three Hundred Fifty and 00/100*******************************************************>\:******
DOLLARS

TOUNDF f.Urlf.ERLAND
290 TUTTi_E
R0/1li
CUMBERU1Nt:
!ff

Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Rd
CumberlandME 04021

04021

DrHE: 05/05/08 CUS"iiJr!ER,i:
00000\iOrJ;
THiE: 14:58
,:LEr<K:.5brnsh1,_1e

MEMO

· Mass GatheringPermit
11•0

l.0 3 0 l.11•

1: 0

RECP"fli:
31495

l. l. 2 0 0 3 ti 5 1: 0 0 9 3 5 5 0 5 '1 ? g ? 11•

iP/YF:: HS/2008

UNITEDMAINECRAFTSMEN,INC.

Town of Cumberland
5000 · Show Expense:5022· Permits
5000 · Show Expense:5022· Permits

10301
04/22/2008
Mass GatheringPermit - Minor Event
Advertise public hearing

250.00
100.00

Pf,f1J BAL:
AlF PiLifi;

BILL:
ADJSTMNT:
~FFDT:05/02/08 BALDUE:
MI3CELLANEOUS
fAYHENT

-----------------T~T~l:-----------]fiE:XESTPAIH:

.no

Iiru lJS"irlEriTf;:

, iJO

LiISCrnrEN:

,!JO

r'1MTmmrnrn:
r'.frff F;F'f'LI ED;

CHAW3E:

350100
3~0.01]
.O[i

f-'lliD BY:
UNITED
MAINE
CPAFTSM
Pt1YMEN1
METH;mm;
PAYHEN"f
Rff: Ul3iJi

Bank of America Che Mass GatheringPermit

350.00

CumberlandFarmer's Club
Michael Timmons, President
140 Bruce Hill Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Business Telephone: 207-829~4856 Fax: 207-829-4639

Rental Agreement
Rental of Grounds for one week beginning on

Monday August 4, 2008 until Monday, August 11, 2008

$8,200.00

Additional Camping$25. 00 per night
Dumping
~
k $5.00 each 50 gallons
1 1
IE l-ce,/.;::..,,,,,_
- \\\e.\vdlC.if\
chov.'-<"~ill-r :J-Pt:'; r,?-t?
I agree to furnish proof of liability insurance of $1,000,000 and·the Farmers Club must be
named as co-insured.

Fei·.

Terms: One-half of rental due at the time of signing of this Agreement; the balance due
the day before the scheduled· event.

UNITEDMAINE CRAFTSMEN.INC.
Name of Organization
16 Old Winthrop Rd. #2, Manchester ME 043 51
Mailing Address
23-7072870
Fed ID#

207-621-2818
Telephone Number

Date(s) renting the grounds: August 4, 2008 until August 11, 2008
Date Signed: ,J

1/4tr

•
PUilLIOifVBR
SECURITY
SERVICE,
INC.

March 25,2008
Laurie Kelley
United Maine Craftsmen,Inc
16 Old Winthrop Road #2
Manchester,Me 04351
Dear Laurie;
.
.
It would be our pleasure to once again provide Security Service for the United Maine Craftsmen's
39th Cumberland Craft Show.
·
My understanding of your Security Requirement for this year's craft show are;
, August 6 2-Officers from 5pm-~Midnight
= 14 hrs
August 7 2 Officers from Midnight--Midnight = 48 hrs
Augusf8. 2 Officers From Mldnight--Midnight = 48 hrs
August 9 2 Officers From Modnight Midnight = 48 hrs
Augustl 0 2 Officers From Midnight --5 pm
= 34 hrs
TOTAL = 192 hrs
The rate for this year is $16. 50 per man hour.Assuming coverage as outlined above, the cost
of service would be$ 3168.00
·
Wednesday
Thrusday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Sun<;lay. .

Should you have any addi_tionalchanges,please don't hesitate to call us.
If the above.meets 'th your approval,please sign and return a copy.

Sincereiydl

µ

iJl

Richard N.Paisley
rick@publicoversecurity.com
Operations Manager

P. 0. Box10140 • 367 St. JohnSt(eet • Portland,Maine04104 • (207)773-3736 • Fax(207)761-0032

2'1.UNITIIAI

CIienti: G087

I

ACORDTIICERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

Do\TIE(Wl,'D0/YY\'Y)

04110/08

THIS CERTIFICATEIS ISSU!D AS A IIATTl!R OF INflORMATION
ONLYAND CONF!RS NO RIGHTSUPONTHI!!Cl!!RTIFICAT!
HOLDER.TIIS CERTIFICATEDOESNar AMEND, EXTENDOR
ALTERTHE COVERAGEAFFORDEDBY THE POLICES BELOW.

l'ft00UCl!ft

Crou-Aug Jones Hoxie CL
116 Community Drtve
Augu1ta, ME 04330
207 823-4791

NAIC#
19358
11149

INSURERSAFFORDINGCOVERAGE
Zurich Insurance
1NBUR&R1:MaineEmDlovera Mutual Insurance Co.

IN8UR£D

INSURERk

Unit.cf Maine Craftlmen, Inc.
c/o LaurieKelley
16 Old Winthrop Road Unit 2
Manchester, ME 04351

INSURERC:
IN81JRERD:
~E:

COYERAGl!!S
THE POLICIESOF INSURANCELISTEDeaow HAVEBEENISSUEDTO THE INSUREDNAMEDABOVEFORTHE POLICYPERIODINDICATED.NOTWITHSTAhl>!NO
N« REQUIREMENT,
TERMOR CONDITIONOF AHY CONTRACTOR OTHERDOCUMENTWrTHRESPECTTO WHICHTitS CERTIFICATEMAYBE ISSUEDOR
MAY PERTAIN,THE INSURANCEAFFORDEDBY THE POUCIESDESCRIBEDHEREIN1s·suBJECTTOALLTHE TERMS,EXCLUSIONSAHO CONDITIONSOf BUCH
POI.IClES.AGGREGATELIMITSSHOWNMAY ~VE BEENREDUCEDBY PAID CLAIMS.
l'OUCY~

Ttn OI' IIIUIIANCe

A

PP"'881208

GEWW.UA81UTY

X

ca.lERCW..

03/07/08

03107/09
OMU.OE

GENERAL UAIIIUTY

a.AIMSMADE

[x] OCCUR
GEHE!W.AOGREGATE
PROOUCT8· COtlf'IOf' Ni4

AUTtlllllO■IU!

IJAAJTY

NfYAUTO
AU. OWNEDAUTOS

SCHEIM.EDAUT06

HIREDAUTOS
HOff.OfflEil AUTOS

CONBHO 81HGLELIMIT
(&ocddonl)

'

800lL Y INJURY
(lw-)

I

B001.Y INJURY
(PwlCddlnQ

$

PROPERTY
CW.U.OE

I

AUTOONLY•EAACCIOENT

I

(Pw accl<lonl)
OARAoCIELIQIU1Y
Nl'fAUTO

12000000
,2000000

OTHERT'Hm
AlJTOOf,l.Y:

EANX
AGK;

I
$

EACHOCCURRENCE

I

MJOREGATE

I

I

s

DEDUCTlBI.E
RETEHTlON

8

S

09/21/07

1810018550

W0IIIWIICOMl'mllATICIN
AHO
1111'1.0YIRS'
LIA■ILITY

09/21/08

X

PIIOPRJETOR/PARTNERIEXEctmVE
OFFlC:al/MDIIER EXa.tJDED?

Nl'f

~ECW.-:#'~sOTHIR

DaCIIPllOHOl'Ol'l!IIA1IONIJLOCATIOIIIJVl!HICI.DJECCWIIOIIIADDBl ■Y~/INCW.l'ft0I/IIIOMa

Evidence of

Insurance

Event: 39th CumberlandArtl & Cnlf'ta Show

Date: Augu1t 7-10, 2008
CERTIFICATEHOLDER

CANCELLATION
IHOULDNff OFlH!AaOVI llUCltalD

Town of Cwnberland
290 Tut11e
Road
Cumberfand Centar, ME 04021

DATETHl!ltEOI',1Hl!IUUIIICI-

POUCIII

■I C>MC'll I

m Nl'OIII

WIU. !JIOU.YOR TO IIAII. -1Q_

THI IXPfRATION
DAYSWRITffH

NO'IICl10 THI cmlfflCATI! HOI.DeltNAIIE> TOTIIE LIFT, IIIITFAIWRE TODO 80 IHALL
WOIENO

ceucM110N

01!.LIA■IUTYOI' Nt'f KN)

UPON'IHI! IIIIURM, ITaAIIEJITII OR

'IM!I.

ACORD25 (20011U8)
1 of 1

#S222555/M222553

.

-----

-

... ----

MJK

8 ACORDCORPORATION1988

H~~-~-2008

10:a9A FROM:CUMB~RLANO
PUBLIC SA 2078294214

TO:95211945

CU!4BEi?.LAND POL!CE DEl'ARTi11ENT
290 Tuttle Rood
Cumberland, M,,ine 04021

Emcrgcnc:;
829-3120

llusines~
829-6391

"To Protect t111dScl'l'e..

JosephJ. Charron

Chief

April 8, 2008

United Maine Craftsmen, Inc.
16 Old Winthrop Road
Manchester, ME 04351
Dear Sir:

This Jetter is confinnation that the Cumberland Police Department and the Cumberland
Rescue Department will provide coverage for the 39th AnnualCumberland Craft Show
August 7-10, 2008. The time will be l 0:00 am to 5:30 pm Thursday through Saturday
nnd 10:00 run to 4:00 pm on Sunday. We bill you accordingly at the completion of the

coverage.
Should you have any further question, please feel free to contact me at 829-4085, Ext
220, or email me at jduchesneau@cumberlandmaine.com.

Sincerely,

~9-l~NW~CU,J__
9'etmDuchesneau

Administrative Assistant
Cumberland Police Dept.
Cwnberland Rescue Dept.

F.ix
829-4214

82?-22I I

.__.._,,.~1,c~

-··-·- --

-----

1~;29

___

TRO
......,_,.··=•·=-'·,·~•IO l~_T.~

SERVICE

"7

621194!:i

Asso·ciated
saauc
service,
Inc.
♦♦♦
P.O. Box 10839♦ Portland,Maine04104
Phone (207) 799-1980 ♦ Fax (207) 767-6156

1-800-287-0139
March 27, 2008

UnitedMaineCraftsmen,Inc.
16 Old WinthropRd Suite 2
Manchester,ME 0435l
ATTN: LaurieKelly
D~r Laurie;
We at Associl!tedSeptic Services Inc. would like w thank you ior the opporrunityto offer pricing for your portable
restroomservicefor your event.
The rates for tliejob would be:

Toilets

o

Rental
RegularUnits
HandicapUnits
Sink Stations

o

Service
All types of units

o
o

o

.,
$60 per unit
$85 per unit
$75 per unit

Caseof ToiletPaper(96rolls

per service per unit
$50 per case

Opl'ions
Wattrl0sshand s11ni1iur

$0 includedno fee

$12

30 yd waste containers
o

o
r;,

Renr
Hau.Ito Lundfill
Dispos0.I

$20 per week per can
$120per haul

575per ton
Estimate on toilet rental

I

16 Regular units
3 Handicnpuolts
4 SinlcStation
69 3 days service·per unit
2 Case of toilet i:,aper
I Cns·eof P11pertowels

960
255
300
828
JOO
15

Total 2458
DeliveryDate 8/04/08
ServiceDates: 8/8 S/9 8/10
RemovalDate 8/1l /08
Sincerely,

~

TJ Troiano
AssocintcdSeptic Services,lnc.

United Maine Craftsmen's
39 Annual Cumberland Arts & Crafts Show
August 7-10, 2008
th

FOOD CONCESSION VENDORS
Victualer License Applications and fees attached

Dan Casparuis
Kernal Bob's Kettle Korn
33 Oak Hill Rd
Monmouth, ME 04259

Brad Pollard
Cole Farms
PO Box 67
Ray, ME 04039

Jody Bobrow
Three Leaf Foods
7 Candlewick Ln
Cumberland, ME 04021

Krisy Alexander
Ye Olde Fish & Chips
495 Bnmswick Road
Richmond, ME 04357

Michael Lawlor
Mike's Italian Ice
22 Webber Fann Road
South Paris, ME 04281

Vincent Nielson
V innys Concessions
PO Box 53
Gorham, ME 04038

Steve Aucoin
Aucoin' s Concessions
233 Oak Hill RD
Litchfield, ME 04350

Cumberland North Yaimoutb Lions Club (will get pennit directly from you)
c/o Ken Snitger
105 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

ITEM
08-087
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Mass
Gathering Pennit for the Penobscot Valley Kennel Club Dog
Show, June 20, 21 & 22, 2008, @ the Cu1nberland Fairgrounds

I.

I

L

I

,"I, i;
'!

~

I

_,.

'

TOWN OF CUMBERlL~ND

,;.

-

··

Publication dates·.._·--=~:=:=:==::=::--=--==
Publication names:,:....•.--==----Date filed.·,_..:...·-------·
Fee rec'd·.,,_-=,--------,-----Date ©rdinance receivea,__·---'--~~--

Issued._·_.........,,..
______
.......
Denied:._~.........,.,,---~-:;.,.;,

Thi~ application must be :filedwith the Town Clerk nQt less .than 60 days befar,e the date of th~ event.
Applicati0~ must be accompanied by a non-refundable fee 0f$500.
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Name ofapplicant:

~I'.

Ad&ess of applioan~:/7/4J

~

v;;-·

~

Name,0f event: ·.
F~cilizy wheFe

a.1
ffek~4/x(Z?a(
r::k/4</i'l

t!;,,,,,k/4.,/

Tel.#

'

Pf-SJJ/

ev~nt will be held: -.1,~¥-'-.bl:("-b:4-#--'=d=-·---,--4-~~#-U-£4:.LI..J=::..,.....:..-======~~

Is the facility owne;d by the applicant:

~ yes;

Nameof pr0m01e,(if ljjffpent frem abevo):

/J;,,..o
b,ru, J; h£1.3/~-,e..(
~ ,t{ , .

,Z-m- JO!J
If>

Telephonenunil'ier:·~
Will ~y f60d v

.
. no, (if no, attach a c0py of the
- contract with the 0wner which ?.ll0ws us~ of t:heproperty)

·

e' event?

~✓
~=-

Wm.an;r alc0h0l vend0r,s 1besenving at tlie event? _
yes,
~ {if :r~s.,list name and
attaen a cop>y,
0f the vendbi;s license to seli ajcohol, describe alcoh@l,;w,ill6e serveo.) ----~~-

Date ef mnt:
·

.L~.21,.)~

/~=
10,.,,,L

Nun:ibereflickeis avallal>le: ~
E~pec;temat:tepdane,e:

JD,,mnaon
ofovefir:

;;;p,,if<FIDie

,

...

· .

(stam an,i furish Tm.esl:/lt4r1

~~itYt1Q _
1
· • v
~~ ,[l,t.J

-: .

~

fr .$J.

Describe the three most recent outdooF performances of th~ grouy, performer, or event being proposed..
Include location, date(s), number in attemfance, promoter or sponsqitlng person or 0rgani_zation.

Description of facility:

c:2a-Jo

Seating capmdty:

B.
C.

Other,seatin,g capacity:

A1f

_

/estiva:1:,-;?@Jl:7

Number of t0ilets avail'abll: ·

d2.

permanent:;

D.

Number 0fparkirtg spaces available:~

E.

:Are all.parking lots figh_ted Cap_R]icabre
©Blyif.event TUD.§mt© evening hmms)
ye.~; _______.__ no, if no, wnie.hlots are not ij~hted,___..----'=--":...,,.......=::....

I.
Public Safety:

l

9"

I

on-site;

temporary
standing room oniy

---Z: pon:able·

.;252)0

off-site

·1/:

/7
H.

permanent;

Gv

A.

✓

I

•

-

----

~~~~

cl~

.WT . . . ·.
-!!Ir•
;Jr
~ -:,-<

Whon
will refuse be pi<kedup?

~

<7)

Describefirst aiidfacill:tiOs:

Jtei:f.h

R

L.

I
t:

M.

Number of certified police officers:

N.

Other security personnel (include company name and qualifications):~~,---....;....-

--'~r:.+-.,__--=-::.....::a.~--c"__:;;'-'=-'-'-"~;.;;.;;;.;=;;;.......,,-:-;~

0.

I

'

Traffic Plan
P.
Description of routes persons attendin,g the event are likely to talce, include ·number of
~ontro~

J:"9-, A

Q.
R.

1 8ru~

/l){a

/

/

/ rz:>_ J

4

f11_o/o,,v
~sc0ur1,tgmg tho~e nm holding tickets foF tneev:ent from not coming to the ev:ent

Plan/;r
site.

d

~- ~7d/2c:-

~""

T.

Pl~:efu ~yeve~g

u.

Willi~U.puolicity st.op
~...,,...,.--=
~

V.

/21/;t/ It?;

(YJ4rc!
/t_~d
Descrn:l'e methed~-~~o{lJ•· blifi~-e ~ ternate routes of reaching the scene of the event.
cZ7J
oi,b-4- Iv~·
'e!U{-f/~{~fir
· di bled· v·elii. C1es.
B.ttae Statem.e:0.t
Oia J:/
aila ~·•J.
1llhy O pn:vatr ;_:Bg .rrms to remove . Sa

CrowdMana~{
S.

andJ!eploym~rµ <:desc1:!,tj>ns./1

tte~sing

l,'ulVJ~/4✓ ~r'M?r-J

~

on p · f~ pnopert;, in the.area.
,

Wi~'-t!r-£0/1.11~.t
t that the event ~s sold out?

3~~nas it is appar
~l/t

r

__

Description of how tire event will be publicized, include how a sell-out will 'be

i,ublicized

11- tv~/-

t1z,h41c
~

./4

Other

W.

Name of liabiliey.insurance_.;.,..,=.:.""'=,:--,=---=-------=---=----"------;,~----;:,,--;----=~-;

X.

Am~unt of coverage
· amount of property, insµpance --'------......,...~
Preferrsed tY}1>e
of peFfmmance guarantee (i.e .. escrow ac;:c0unt,itrevocat>le letter of creili~)

~ ~/-ad~

f

~J'ur4ne,,._

/JJ~ ~

·

Ona,.._____ ~--=------==~.___,=----~:...;.;.,.a.:=:---~date),
I received a copy of the Ct:1mb~rland ·Masli
--,,:--::=-;:;-::;:::-:-:;,-:-::::;---=--~-==:~~==~~~::--~

a,uthorized sjgnature)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY
Producer

INSURANCE
ISSUE DATE ( 03/17/08
This certificate
is issued
as a matter
of information
only and confers
no
SPORTSMEN'S INS. AGENCY PLAN, INC rights
upon the certificate
holder.
This
PO BOX 799
certificate
does not amend, extend
or
CAPE VINCENT, NY 13618
alter
the coverage
afforded
by the
Agency Code: 55-2240
policies
below.
Insured
Penobscot
Valley
Kennel Club
118 WILDWOODESTATES DR.
HOLDEN ME 04429
ANN PEDRESCHI Treasurer

Insurer

INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE
11
A 11 HANOVER INSURANCE CO. NAIC#22292

Coverages
The policies
of insurance
listed
below have been issued
to
the
insured
named
above
for
the
policy
period
indicated,
notwithstanding
any
requirement,
term or condition
of any
contract
or
other
document
with
respect
to
which
this
certificate
may be
issued
or may pertain,
the
insurance
afforded
by the policies
described
herein
is subject
to all
the
terms,
exclusions
and conditions
of such policies.
Limits
shown may have
been reduced
by paid claims.
Insr
Ltr 11A 11
LIMITS
TYPE OF INSURANCE
(X) ADD'L INSURED
General
Aggregate
$2000000.00BI/PD_2LCommercial
General
Liability
Each Occurrence
$1000000.00BI/PD
__ Claims Made _2LOccurrence
Contractual
Liab.
$ --~~--incl
Prod. - Comp/ Op Agg.
$__ i_n=c-=1
___
_
POLICY# RHS4893138 12
Pers.
& Adv.
Injury
$_~e~x~c~l=----EFFECTIVE DATE 04/08/08
Damage To Rented Premises$
50,000.
EXPIRATION DATE 04/08/09
Medical
Payments
$ 5,000.00
ea person
12:01 A.M. STANDARDTIME
CERTIFICATE#
HD40272
Automobile
Liability
__ Hired Autos
__ Non-Owned
Excess/Umbrella

Autos

POLICY#:
CERTIFICATE#
EFFECTIVE:

TO

12:01

A.M.

Liability
NIL

Worker's
Comp. & Employers'
Liability
NIL
Other:
Description
of Operations/Locations/Vehicles/Exclusions
endorsement/Special
Items
Organized
Club and/or
Show activities.
Certificate
Holder
CUMBERLANDFAIR
CUMBERLANDFARMERS CLUB
140 BRUCE HILL ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME
04021

AUTHORI~DREPRESENTATIVE

added

by

Cancellation
Should any of the above described
policies
be cancelled
before
the
expiration
date thereof,
the Insurer
will
endeavor
to mail 10 days
written
notice
to the certificate
holder
named to the left,
but failure
to do so shall
impose no obligation
or
liability
of any kind upon the Insurer
, its agents
or representatives.

POLICY NUMBER:RHS4893138 12/HD40272
COMMERCIALGENERAL LIABILITY
Penobscot
Valley
Kennel Club
THIS ENDORSEMENTCHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.
ADDITIONAL INSURED - MANAGERSOR LESSORS OF PREMISES

This

endorsement

modifies

insurance

COMMERCIALGENERAL LIABILITY

provided

under

the

following:

COVERAGE PART.
SCHEDULE

1.

Designation

2.

Name of

cf
Person

Premises
or

(Part

Organization

Leased

to

(Additional

You):

*See

description

below.

Insured):

CUMBERLANDFAIR
CUMBERLANDFARMERS CLUB
140 BRUCE HILL ROAD
CUMBERLAND, ME
04021
3.

Additional

(If no entry
endorsement
endorsement.

Premium:

#1

appears
above,
the
will
be
shown
in

information
required
the
Declaration
as

to
complete
applicable
to

this
this

WHO IS INSURED (Section
II) is amended to include
as an insured
the person
or
organization
shown in the Schedule
but only with respect
to liability
arising
out of the ownership,
maintenance
or
use
of
that
part
of
the
premises
leased
to
you
and
shown
in
the Schedule
and subject
to the
following
additional
exclusions:
This

insurance

does

11
:. _Z\.n~,r
occu:!'."rence
that
premises.

2.
Structural
performed
by or
Schedule.

not
11

apply

whi.r:h

alterations,
on behalf

to:

t::i.kes pla.,::,e after

of

new construction
the
person
or

yciu. ceasl?

to

be·

a.

t:P.nant:

in

or
demolition
operations
organization
shown
in
the

*USING:
CLUB DESIGNATED AREAS INCLUDING THE PULLING ARENA, CHOWARENA,
INCLUDING ALL COVERED AREAS AT CUMBERLAND FAIRGROUNDS, 140
BRUCE HILL
ROAD, CUMBERLAND, ME.,
JUNE 21 & 22, 2008 FOR AN ORGANIZED DOG CLUB
ACTIVITY.

CG 20 11 01 96

Copyright

Insurance

Services

Office,

Inc.,

1994

.!

lf

f141h £·4~<--

011-

Grounds Rentals for 2008---Contracts Pending on additional events

April ---September-

Ultimate Frisbee--Infield

May 10, 2008

Rabbit Shop- Show Arena

May 15, 2008

Horse Sale-Paddock

May 18, 2008

Mini Horse Clinic-Pulling Arena

May 31, 2008

4-H Sheep Clinic Show Arena

June 7, 2008

June Jambree

June 29, 2007

Mini Horse Spring Show Pulling Arena

June 20, 21, 22, 2008

Penobscot Valley Dog Show-Show Arena

June 20, 21, 22, 2008

Collie Dog Show-Camping Area

June 22, 23, 24, 2007

Restaurant Open

June 4, 5, 2008

Antique Show

August 3, 2008

Mini Horse Swnmer Show Pulling Arena

August 5,6,7,8,9,10, 2008

United Maine Craftsman Show

August 19, 26, 2008

Keenan Auto Auction/Antique Autos

August 19, 2008

Standardbred Pleasure Show-Riding Arena

August 23,24, 2008

Going Green Expo Tentative pending contract

September 5, 2008

Horse Sale-Paddock

September 13, 2008

Emergency Evacuation Training

SEPTEMBER 21, 29

CUMBERLAND FAIR

September 29, 2007

Mini Horse Show Riding Arena

Dates for out door Horse shows to be added

ITEM
08-088
To set a Public Hearing date (June 23 rd) to authorize the Town
Manager to transfer inter-depa1in1ental operating funds

I

L__~-------------------~-

1

Bill Stiles will be passing out information on Monday evening
related to reco1n1nended fund and revenue transfer.

ITEM
08-089
To set a Public Hearing date (June 23 rd) to authorize the increase
of sewer user fees as reco1n1nended by the Town Manager

ITEM
08-090
To set a Public Hearing date (June 23rd) to consider and act on
award of a $3 .3 1nillion dollar Tax Anticipation Note

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
VOTE OF TOWN COUNCIL
AUTHORIZING TAX ANTICIPATION BORROWING

Order#

Ordered, that, pursuant to Section 5771 of Title 30-A of the Maine Revised Statutes, as amended,
the Town Treasurer is hereby authorized and empowered to borrow money from time to time
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 2009 in the principal amount or amounts not exceeding
$3,300,000 at any one time outstanding, in anticipation of the collections or receipts from taxes,
by the issuance of tax anticipation notes of the Town, each of which notes shall be designated
"Town of Cumberland 2009 Tax Anticipation Notes." All of such tax anticipation notes, and
any extensions, renewals or replacements thereof, shall be signed by the Town Treasurer and
countersigned by the Chair of the Town Council, shall be payable on or before June 30, 2009,
out of money raised by taxation during the fiscal year ending June 30, 2009, shall bear interest
payable at maturity at a rate determined in the manner as approved by the Treasurer, and shall
contain such other terms and provisions, not inconsistent herewith, and be in such fonn, as shall
be approved by the officers signing the same, whose approval shall be conclusively evidenced by
their execution thereof, and
Be It Further Ordered that the Treasurer is hereby authorized to negotiate the interest rate,
maturity and other terms and conditions of the notes with whatever financial institutions the
Treasurer deems appropriate and to award the notes to such financial institution or institutions,
and
Be It Further Ordered that the notes authorized by the foregoing are hereby designated as
qualified tax exempt obligations for purposes of Section 265(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986, as amended, and
Be It Fmther Ordered that the Treasurer of the Town be authorized to covenant with the
purchasers of the notes on behalf of the Town and for the benefit of the holders of the notes, that
the Town will take whatever steps, and refrain from taking any action, as may be necessary or
appropriate to ensure that interest on the notes will remain free from federal income taxes,
including without limitation, the filing of infonnation returns and reports with the Internal
Revenue Service and the payment of any rebate due to the United States of America.

ITEM
08-091
To set a Public Hearing date (June 23rd) to consider and act on
annual Victualer's Licenses for the period of
July 2008 - July 2009

•
'

j

I

I

,I
I

CODE
OFFICE

ENFORCEMENT

To:

Town of Cumberland Council

From:

Willian1 C. Longley Jr. CEO

Subject:

Victualer's Inspections 2008

Date:

05-08-08

CC:

William Shane, Town Manager
Clerk
Please be advised that I have received the applications for 2008 Victualer's
Licenses and recommend the issuance of all applications subject to inspection during
the year at times that may fit my schedule. If any applicant wishes to set a time for
inspection I would be happy to accommodate them if possible.

290

Tuttle

Road,

Cumberland,

Maine

04021

•

Telephone

(207)

829-2207

Fax

(207)

829-2224

2008 VICTUALER'S LICENSES

Afternoon Tea & Co.
249 Main Street

HMS Host
Maine Turnpike, Mile 58

Allen's Country Store

J. Brothers Variety

201 Gray Road

42 Gray Road

Basil Provisions
138 Main Street

Mom's Kitchen of Maine
P.O. Box 506

Big Apple

Name Your Diet

174 Main Street

96 Range Road

Cranberry Island Kitchen Catering

Northeast Ice Cream

10 Corey Road

44 Ribgy Road
So.Portland, ME

City Brew Coffee/Janet Aker
176 Gray Road
Cumberland Fair-Village Farm LLC
P.O. Box 610
Turner, ME

Brenda Pitcher d/b/a Simply Sweet
79 Woody Creek Lane
Erin Pierce
Double T Orchard
Orchard Road

Cumberland House of Pizza
P.O. Box 297
Windham, ME

Spring Brook Farm Store
168 Greely Road

D'Antonio's Baking Co.
25 Pond Shore Drive

Sweetser's Apple Barrel
19 Blanchard Road

Food Stop
318 Main Street

Val Halla Golf Course
60 Val Halla Road

Gail Todd Catering
(previously Chebeague Isl. Bakery)
4 Grove Street

2008 NON-PROFITS
Cumberland/No.Yarmouth Lions Club
c/o Ken Snitger, 105 Tuttle Road

Suburban Little League
P.O. Box 42

Cumberland Soccer Club
P.O. Box 352

Tuttle Road Methodist Church
52 Tuttle Road

4-H (Kelly Strout)
30 Fowler Road, Cape Elizabeth

W.Cumberland United Methodist Church
c/o Carol Myers, 268 Gray Road

Greely Football Boosters
c/o Bob King, 32 Shirley Lane

ITEM
08-092
To award the Engineering Contract for the Route 100 / Range
Road Water Line & Reconstruction Project

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT

This AGREEMENT is made
("GORRILL-PALMER") and

between

GORRILL-PALMER

CONSULTING

CLIENT/Company name:

The Town of Cumberland

Address:

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021-9321

Contact person:

Mr. Willam Shane, Town Manager

ENGINEERS,·

INC.

Subject to the following provisions:
1. SCOPE OF SERVICES & TIME FRAME
GORRILL-PALMER will perform the services described in the letter to "Proposal for Range & Cross Road
Waterline & Roadway Reconstruction Project dated May 1, 2008" -attachment A to the contrnct.
Notwithstanding the forgoing, the provision of Services by GORRILL-PALMER pursuant to this
Agreement is subject to timely response and delivery of information by CLIENT to GORRILL-PALMER
and is necessarily subject to events and persons outside of the contrnl of GORRILL-PALMER. GORRILLp ALMER will seek to promptly inform CLIENT of change in the time frame for performance of its services
cOCLIENT as described herein.
2. FEE
The CLIENT will pay for these services in accordance with the following a1Tangement:

D

Hourly basis $

~

Fixed fee of $275,000 see Attachement B to this contract

D

Other

This fee does not include any permit fees or design/or offsite improvements which may be required.

A retainer in the amount of$ Q will be required prior to initiation of the above described services. This
amount will be credited to the CLIENT in the final billing for the services described in this AGREEMENT.
The fee will be in accordance with the current company Fee Schedule, a copy of which will be furnished by
GORRILL-PALMER upon the CLIENT'S request.

Job# 2052

Page

Con.struction
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The CLIENT will be billed monthly for services and agrees to pay within 30 days of presentation. Upon
CLIENT's failure to pay for services as agreed herein, GORRILL-PALMER may tern1inate its performance
under this Agreement upon 5 days written notice. CLIENT agrees to pay a late charge equal to 1.5% per
month of any amounts due hereunder which are more than 30 days past due. CLIENT agrees to pay aH costs
of collection of fees owed pursuant to this AGREEMENT, including, but not limited to, reasonable
collection agency fees, attorney's fees, and court costs.
3. ENTIRE AGREEMENT/LIMITATION

OF AUTHORITY

This AGREEMENT represents the entire agreement between the parties hereto and supersedes any and all
other agreements, wiitten, oral or otherwise, except as set forth herein. This Agreement may only be
modified by written agreement of the President and/or a Vice-President of GORRILL-PALMER and
authorized representatives of the CLIENT.
4. INFORMATION PROVIDED BY OTHERS
GORRILL-PALMER shall indicate to the CLIENT the information needed for rendering of services
hereunder. The CLIENT shall provide to GORRILL-PALMER such information as is available to the
CLIENT and the CLIENT'S consultants and contractors, a.no GORRILL-PALMER shall be entitled to rely
upon the accuracy and completeness thereof. The CLIENT recognizes that it is impossible for GORRILLp ALMER to assme the accuracy, completeness and sufficiency of such information either because it is
impossible to verify, or because of errors or omissions which may have occtmed in assembling the
inforn1ation the CLIENT is providing.
5. OWNERSHIP AND USE OF DOCUMENTS
All reports, electronic AutoCAD files, and other documents prepared under this Agreement shall be the
property of the CLIENT. A professional engineer's seal shall only be required for construction, "as-built"
drawings. All other work productprepared by GORRILL-PALMER, as instruments or products of service,
shall remain the property of GORRILL-PALMER. Copies of all such documents will be made available to
the CLIENT upon request provided that CLIENT is not in default of its obligations hereunder. The
CLIENT agrees that it shall not use any reports, plans or other documents prepared under this Agreement
for any project other than that specified in the Scope of Services without the prior pennission of GORRILLp ALMER, which permission shall not be unreasonably withheld.
The CLIENT agrees that all repo1is and other documents furnished to the CLIENT or its agents, which are
not paid for, will be returned upon demand and will not be used by the CLIENT for any purpose whatever.
GORRILL-PALMER will retain all pertinent records for a period of 5 years following submission of a
repmi or other documents, during which period the records will be made available to the CLIENT at all
reasonable times.
6. STANDARD OF CARE
GORRILL-PALMER will endeavor to conduct services provided m1der this agreement in a manner
consistent with that level of care and skill ordinarily exercised by members of the profession cmTently
1racticing under similar conditions. No other warranty, expressed or implied, is made.

Page
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7. BETTERMENT

If, due to GORRJLL-PALMER's error, any required item or component of the project is omitted from
GORRILL-PALMER's construction documents, GORRJLL-PALMER shall not be responsible for paying
the cost to add such item or component to the extent that such item or component would have been
otherwise necessary to the project or otherwise adds value or betterment to the project. In no event will
GORRJLL-PALMER be responsible for any cost or expense that provides bettennent, upgrade or
enhancement of the project.
·
8. DEFECTS IN SERVICE
The CLIENT shall promptly report to GORRILL-PALMER any defects or suspected defects in GORRILLPALMER'S work or services of which the CLIENT becomes aware, so that GORRILL-PALMER may take
measures to minimize the consequences of such a defect. The CLIENT warrants that he or she will impose
a similar notification requirement on all contractors in his or her CLIENT/CONTRACTOR contract and
shall require all sub-contracts at any level to contain a like requirement. Failure by the CLIENT, and the
CLIENT's contractors or subcontractors to notify GORRJLL-PALMER, shall relieve GORRIL-PALMER
of the costs of remedying the defects above the sum such remedy would have cost had prompt notification
been given.
Payments to GORRJLL-PALMER shall not be withheld, postponed or made contingent on the construction,
completion or success of the project or upon receipt by the CLIENT of off setting reimbursement or credit
from other parties causing Additional Services or expenses. No withholdings, deductions or offsets shall be
made from GORRJLL-PALMER'S compensation for any reason unless GORRILL-PALMER has been
fotmd to be legally liable for such amounts.
The CLIENT acknowledges that GORRILL-PALMER is a corporation and agrees that any claim made by
the CLIENT arising out of any act or omission of any officer or employee of the company in the execution
or performance of this agreement, shall be made against GORRJLL-PALMER and not against such officer
or employee.
9. CONSTRUCTION OBSERVATION
GORRJLL-PALMER shall visit the project at appropriate intervals during construction to become generally
familiar with the progress and quality of the contractor's work and to determine if the work is proceeding in
general accordance with the Contract Documents. The CLIENT has not retained GORRILL-PALMER to
make detailed inspections or to provide exhaustive or continuous project review and observation services.
GORRJLL-PALMER does not guarantee the performance of, and shall have no responsibility for, the acts
or omissions of any contractor, subcontractor, supplier or any other entity furnishing materials or
performing any work on the project.

If the CLIENT desires more extensive project observation or full-time project representation, the CLIENT
shall request such services be provided by GORRILL-PALMER as Additional Services in accordance with
the te1111s
of this Agreement.
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10. TERMINATION
This agreement may be terminated by either party for cause upon fourteen days written notice in the event
of substantial failure by the other party to perform in accordance with terms hereof. Such termination shall
not be effective if that substantial failure has been remedied before expiration of the period specified in the
written notice. In the event of termination, the CLIENT shall remain liable for and shall pay all fees and
charges incuned by GORRILL-PALMER for services performed to the termination notice date plus
reasonable termination expenses.
Fwther, the CLIENT may terminate this Agreement for convenience upon thirty (30) days' written notice to
GORRILL-PALMER, in which case, the CLIENT shall pay GORRILL-PALMER for all work satisfactorily
performed and materials purchased up to the date of receipt of such notice by GORRILL-PALMER. In the
event that the CLIENT terminates this Agreement for cause and it subsequently is determined that cause did
not exist, such termination shall be deemed to be for convenience.
In the event of termination, or suspension for more than three (3) months, prior to completion of all reports
contemplated by this Agreement, GORRILL-PALMER may complete such analyses and records as are
necessary to complete its files and may also complete a report on the services performed to the date of the
notice of termination or suspension. Reasonable termination expenses shall mean all the direct costs of
GORRILL-PALMER at standard hourly rates in completing such analyses, records, and reports.
11.

INSURANCE

Except as otherwise provided by this Agreement, GORRILL-PALMER shall obtain and maintain
tlu-oughout the tenn of this Agreement at no expense to the CLIENT the following insurance coverages:
a. Public Liability Insurance in the amount of not less than Four Hundred Thousand Dollars
($400,000) or such other amow1t as may be required by the Maine Tort Claims Act (14 M.R.S.A.
§810 I et seq.) as amended from time to time, combined single limit, to protect GORRILLp ALMER, any subcontractor performing work covered by this Agreement, and the CLIENT from
claims and damages tl1at may arise from operations under this Agreement, whether such operations
be by GORRILL-PALMER or by a subconh·actor or by anyone directly or indirectly employed by
them.
b. Automobile Liability Insurance in the amount of not less than Four Hundred Thousand Dollars
($400,000) or such other amount as may be required by the Maine Tort Claims Act (14 M.R.S.A.
§8101 et seq.) as amended from time to time, combined single limit, to protect GORRILLPALMER, any subcontractor perfom1ing work covered by this Agreement, and the CLIENT from
claims and damages that may arise from operations under this Agreement, whether such operations
be by GORRILL-PALMER or by a subcontractor or by anyone directly or indirectly employed by
them.
c. Workers' Compensation Insurance in amounts required by Maine law and Employer's
Liability Insurance, as necessary, as required by Maine law. 1n case any class of employees
engaged in hazardous work under this Agreement is not protected w1der the Workers' Compensation
Act, GORRILL-PALMER shall provide for the protection of its employees not otherwise protected.
d. Professional Liability Insurance in the amount of One Million Dollars ($ 1.000.000.00) for this
project alone to protect GORRILL-PALMER, any subcontractor perfo1ming work covered by this
Page
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Agreement and the CLIENT from claims and damages that may arise from the enors, omissions or
negligence of GORRILL-PALMER or its subcontractors, if any, in the performance of work under
this Agreement. The deductible for such insurance shall not exceed One Hundred Thousand
Dollars ($100,000.00) without the CLIENT'S prior written consent. The provisions of this Section
shall not be construed as providing a shorter limitation for claims against design professionals than
that established by 14 M.R.S.A. §752-A as it may be amended from time to time.
e. All such insurance policies shall name the CLIENT and its officers, agents and employees as
additional insureds, except that for purposes of workers' compensation insurance, GORRILLPALMER and its subcontractors instead may provide a written waiver of subrogation 1ights against
the CLIENT. GORRILL-PALMER, prior to commencement of work wider this Agreement, and any
of its subcontractors, prior to commencement of work under any subcontract, shall deliver to the
CLIENT certificates satisfactory to the CLIENT evidencing such insurance coverages, which
certificates shall state that GORRILL-PALMER and its subcontractors must provide written notice
to the CLIENT at least thirty (30) days prior to cancellation, non-renewal, material modification or
expiration of any policies, evidenced by return receipt of United States Certified Mail. Replacement
certificates shall be delivered to the CLIENT prior to the effective date of cancellation, tern1ination,
material modification or expiration of any such insurance policy. GORRILL-PALMER shall not
commence work under this Agreement w1til it has obtained all insmance coverages required tmder
this subparagraph and such insurance policies have been approved by the CLIENT, nor GORRILLPALMER allow any of its subcontractors to commence work on any subcontract until all such
insurance policies have been obtained by the subcontractor and approved by the CLIENT. All such
insurance policies shall have a retroactive date which is the earlier of the date of this Agreement
between the parties or GORRILL-PALMER's commencement of services thereunder.
12.

INDEMNIFICATION

GORRILL-PALMER agrees to defend, indenmify, and hold harmless the CLIENT, its officers, agents, and
employees against any and all liabilities, causes of action, judgments, claims or demands, including
attorney's fees and costs, for personal injury (including death) or prope1ty damage arising out of or caused
by the performance of work under this Agreement by GORRILL-PALMER, its subcontractors, agents or
employees.
13.

REMEDIES

Except as otherwise agreed by the parties in writing, all disputes, claims, cotmterclaims and other matters in
question between the CLIENT and GORRlLL-P ALMER arising out of or relating to this Agreement shall
be decided by a Maine comt of competent jurisdiction. This Agreement is made and shall be construed
tmder the laws of the State of Maine, excluding any choice of law rule that may direct the application of the
laws of any other jurisdiction.
14. MEDIATION
Prior to instituting any court action pursuant to Section 13 of this AgTeement, the pruties shall endeavor to
settle disputes by mediation in accordance with the Construction Industry Mediation Rules of the American
Arbitration Association currently in effect unless the parties mutually agree otherwise. Demand for
""1ediationshall be filed in writing with the other party to this Agreement and with the Americru1Arbitration
.ssociation. A demand for mediation shall be made within a reasonable time after the claim, dispute, or
other matter in question has ru·isen. In no event shall the demand for mediation be made after the date when
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the institution or legal or equitable proceedings based on such claim, dispute, or other matter in question
would be baiTed by the applicable statute of limitations.
15. ASSIGNS

Neither the CLIENT nor GORRJLL-PALMER may delegate, assign, sublet or transfer its duties or interests
in the agreement without the written consent of the other party.
16. THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARIES
Nothing contained in this Agreement shall create a contractual relationship with or a cause of action in favor
of a third party against either the CLIENT or GORRJLL-PALMER. GORRJLL-PALMER'S services under
this Agreement are being performed solely for the CLIENT's benefit, and no other entity shall have any
claim against GORRJLL-P ALMER because of this Agreement or the performance or nonperformance of
services hereunder. The CLIENT agrees to include a provision in all contracts with contractors and other
entities involved in this project to cany out the intent of this paragraph.

17. OPINION OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COST
GORRJLL-PALMER'S opinions of probable Construction Cost provided for herein are to be made on the
basis of GORRJLL-PALMER'S experience and qualifications and represent GORRILL-PALMER's best
judgment as an experienced and qualified professional generally familiar with the industry. However, since
GORRJLL-PALMER has no control over the cost of labor, materials, equipment, or services fmnished by
others, or over the Contractor's methods of determining prices, or over competitive bidding or market
:onditions, GORRILL-PALMER cannot ai1d does not guarantee that proposals, bids, or actual Construction
Cost will not vary from opinions of probable Construction Cost prepai·ed by GORRJLL-PALMER. If
CLIENT whishes greater assmance as to
Probable Constrnction Cost, CLIENT shall employ an
independent cost estimator.
18. NON-WAIVER

Except as expressly provided in this Agreement, the failure or waiver, or successive failures or waivers on
the part of either party hereto, in the enforcement of ai1y paragraph or provision of this Agreement shall not
render the same invalid nor impair the right of either party hereto, its successors or pe1mitted assigns, to
enforce the same in the event of any subsequent breach thereof.

19. SEVERABILITY AND REFORMATION
Any provision found void or unenforceable will be modified to the extent possible to express its intention.
All remaining provisions will continue to be binding and valid.
20. COMPLIANCE WITH APPLICABLE LAWS
GORRJLL-PALMER agrees that it ai1d its subcontractors, if any, shall comply with all applicable federal,
State and local statutes, laws, rules, regulations, codes, ordinai1ces, orders and resolutions in the
pe1fonnance of work w1der this agreement.
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21. OTHER AGREEMENTS
This AGREEMENT and its Attachments take precedence over all other terms and conditions of a purchase
order or any other agreement either written or oral.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto agree to the above tenns:
CLIENT

GORRILL-PALMER CONSULTING
ENGINEERS, INC.

By:--------------

By:--------------

Name: William Shane

Name: Thomas L Gorrill

Title: Town Manager

Title: President

Date:

Date:
Job# 2052
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